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Statement of the Issues
The overarching issue on this appeal is whether
the Superior Court erred in affirming the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Commission (“ABCC”) decision
suspending Craft Beer Guild, LLC, d/b/a
Craft Brewers Guild’s (“Craft”) alcoholic beverage
wholesale license for fifteen months, with 90 days to
serve, and allowing Craft to pay a $2,623,466.70 fine
in lieu of suspension. Stated differently, at issue is
whether the ABCC improperly found violations of G.L.
c. 138, § 25A without satisfying all of the statutory
requirements and 204 C.M.R. § 2.08 even though the
Legislature repealed the regulation’s legislative
support. More specifically, this appeal turns on the
following issues:
1)

Whether the Superior Court incorrectly affirmed

the ABCC’s decision finding a violation of 204 C.M.R.
§ 2.08 even though the Superior Court significantly
narrowed the scope of 204 C.M.R. § 2.08 because the
Legislature repealed its statutory analogue in 1970
and the regulation was never re-promulgated
thereafter.
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2)

Whether the Superior Court incorrectly held that

the ABCC made findings of facts necessary to satisfy a
prima facie violation by Craft of G.L. c. 138, § 25A.
3)

Whether the Superior Court incorrectly affirmed

the ABCC decision and erroneously found that the
ABCC’s findings and holdings were supported by
substantial evidence and were not arbitrary and
capricious; especially where there was record evidence
that the ABCC absolved other licensees accused of
accepting rebates and/or payments from Craft of any
violation due to a lack of evidence, but found Craft
liable based on the same evidence.
4)

Whether the Superior Court incorrectly affirmed

the ABCC decision even though it found that the ABCC
violated Craft’s due process rights when it took
administrative notice of certain records in its files
without complying with G.L. c. 30A, § 11(5) which
required the Commission to give Craft prior notice of
the administrative notice.
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Statement of the Case
On April 29, 2015, the ABCC issued a Notice of
Hearing alleging that Craft violated G.L. c. 138,
§ 25A and 204 C.M.R. § 2.08 on March 18, 2015. [R.A.
70.] That same day, the ABCC’s Investigators released
a Violation Report (the “Report”) to Craft setting
forth the factual underpinning for the alleged
violations. The Report contained a narrative, a
description of reviewed documents, and 441 pages of
exhibits.1 [R.A. 330-787]. It chronicled a seven-month
investigation of Craft and 28 Boston retail licensees
and recounted interviews with a dozen witnesses
concerning 15 transactions that occurred on various
dates in 2013 and 2014 between Craft and certain nonlicensed marketing entities. The Report asserted that
Craft made 15 payments to the non-licensed marketing
entities. [R.A. 330-347.] The ABCC held a hearing on
September 2, 2015 during which Craft stipulated to the
facts in the Report. [R.A. 788.] In the ABCC Order and
Decision dated February 11, 2016, the ABCC suspended
Craft’s license for fifteen months, with 90 days to be

1

Although the Notice of Hearing charged a single
violation occurring on March 18, 2015, the Report
contains no evidence of or reference to any act
occurring on that date.
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served, and the balance of twelve months held in
abeyance for two years. The ABCC found that Craft’s
payments to retailers and unlicensed marketing
companies violated 204 C.M.R. § 2.08 and G.L. c. 138,
§ 25A. The ABCC provided Craft the opportunity to
avoid closing for 90 days if it agreed to pay a fine
in lieu of the 90-day suspension under G.L. c. 138,
§ 23. [R.A. 239-40, 243-264.] To avoid the potentially
business-ending penalty of a closure, Craft paid a
record-setting fine of $2,623,466.70. [R.A. 265-76.]
On March 10, 2016, Craft filed a Complaint
challenging the ABCC Decision in the Suffolk Superior
Court seeking review under G.L. c. 30A, § 14, relief
in the nature of certiorari, and declaratory relief
overturning or altering the ABCC Decision, or in the
alternative, a remand to the Commission for further
proceedings. [R.A. 5-59.]
On October 2, 2017, after briefing and a hearing
on cross motions for judgment on the pleadings, the
Superior Court (Wilkins, J.) issued a Memorandum of
Decision and Order. In that decision, the Superior
Court held that 204 C.M.R. § 2.08 has been partially
repealed, limiting its effect to only inducements
constituting price discrimination. Nonetheless, the
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Superior Court affirmed the ABCC Decision. [R.A. 16131639.]
Judgment entered in the Superior Court on October
4, 2017. [R.A. 1639.] Craft filed a timely notice of
appeal on October 18, 2017. [R.A. 1640.] The record
was assembled and transmitted to the Appeals Court on
April 5, 2018 and this appeal was entered in the
Appeals Court on April 12, 2018. On May 1, 2018 Craft
filed a petition with this Court for direct appellate
review which was allowed on June 22, 2018.

5

Summary of Argument
This case arises out of the ABCC’s highly
publicized and inconsistent enforcement of statutes
and regulations governing the trade practices of
licensees who purchase, sell, and promote beer in the
Commonwealth. Since the ABCC’s February 11, 2016
decision finding that Craft allegedly violated certain
trade practices, the ABCC has, with one exception,
declined to find any of the other allegedly involved
licensed retailers liable even though they stipulated
to the same facts. It has also declined to enforce the
same law against other Massachusetts wholesalers.
The ABCC’s Decision was flawed for many reasons,
however four that are central to this appeal require
this Court to set aside the ABCC’s decision and enter
judgment in favor of Craft.
First, the regulation at issue, 204 C.M.R.
§ 2.08, is invalid because the Legislature repealed
its statutory authority in 1970 and the regulation was
never re-promulgated thereafter. A regulation that
contradicts express legislative intent is invalid.
Moreover, even in light of the regulation’s
invalidity, the ABCC erroneously enforced it for the
first time in this underlying proceeding. Because the
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regulation is invalid, its application to Craft must
be set aside. [pp. 10-24].
Second, the ABCC found Craft liable under G.L. c.
138, § 25A for alleged price discrimination. It did so
despite failing to find facts sufficient to satisfy
each of the statute’s prima facie requirements. The
ABCC’s decision therefore was not based on substantial
evidence. [pp. 25-30].
Third, when the ABCC was faced with identical
evidence (specifically, the same investigative report
that it used in this matter), it absolved other
licensees accused of accepting the rebates and/or
payments from Craft of any violation and made
contradictory findings. This arbitrary and capricious
administrative action should be set aside. [pp. 3036].
Fourth, the ABCC considered secret evidence
depriving Craft of due process. Following the hearing,
the ABCC took administrative notice of its own records
without any opportunity for Craft to present
additional evidence or oppose their consideration.
Craft has argued that the ABCC did not have sufficient
evidence to find violations. The consideration of
secret evidence – especially in light of Craft’s
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argument – is a violation of due process requiring the
ABCC’s decision to be set aside. [pp.36-41].
In sum, the ABCC’s authority to regulate trade
practices in the alcoholic beverage industry is
limited and its decision in this case was unlawful,
arbitrary, inaccurate, and contradictory and has led
to inconsistent and inequitable enforcement in related
and unrelated cases. Craft should not have been
singled out and assessed an extraordinary penalty for
conduct that was condoned by the Legislature and for
which virtually every other industry member has been
exonerated.
Argument
Judicial review of the ABCC Decision is governed
by G.L. c. 30A, §§ 14-15. Section 14(7) permits a
court to set aside the Decision if it is (a) in
violation of constitutional provisions; (b) in excess
of the statutory authority or jurisdiction of the
agency; (c) based upon an error of law; (d) based on
unlawful procedure; (e) unsupported by substantial
evidence; (f) unwarranted by the record facts, or (g)
arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in accordance with the law.
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Reviews of the ABCC’s legal holdings is de novo.
G.L. c. 30A, § 14(8)(c). Findings of fact cannot stand
if “unsupported by substantial evidence.” Raytheon Co.
v. Director of Div. of Emp’t Sec., 364 Mass. 593, 595
(1974). “Substantial evidence is more than just some
evidence to support the conclusion of the
administrative agency.” Griffin’s Brant Rock Package
Store, Inc. v. ABCC, 12 Mass. App. Ct. 768, 770
(1981), citing Cohen v. Bd. of Registration in Pharm.,
350 Mass. 246, 253 (1966).
In conducting review under G.L. c. 30A, § 14, the
Court “consider[s] . . . the entire record and must
take into account whatever in the record fairly
detracts from its weight.” Griffin’s Brant Rock
Package Store, Inc., 12 Mass. App. Ct. at 770
(citations and internal quotation marks omitted). The
Court is “not required to affirm the [agency] merely
on a finding that the record contains evidence from
which a rational mind might draw the desired inference
[but] [r]ather . . . to probe whether the evidence
points to an appreciable probability of the conclusion
arrived at by the commission.” Id. (first alternation
original) (citations and internal quotation marks
omitted).
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Although the ABCC’s “experience, technical
competence, [and] specialized knowledge” is given due
weight, Brown-Forman Corp. v. ABCC, 65 Mass. App. Ct.
498, 503-04 (2006), “this principle is one of
deference, not abdication.” Leopoldstadt, Inc. v.
Comm’r of the Div. of Health Care Fin. & Policy, 436
Mass. 80, 91 (2002), quoting Protective Life Ins. Co.
v. Sullivan, 425 Mass. 615, 618 (1997).
Any findings not within the particular expertise
of the ABCC are not entitled to deference. BrownForman Corp., 65 Mass. App. Ct. at 503-04; cf.
Griffin’s Brant Rock Package Store, Inc., 12 Mass.
App. Ct. at 771 (“No particular expertise of the
[ABCC] bears on the analysis of what constitutes a
transfer of a license,” so no deference is due such an
analysis). Moreover, where the ABCC’s decision rests
on a conclusion of law, the review remains de novo.
Brown-Forman Corp., 65 Mass. App. Ct. at 504.
I.
The ABCC erred when it found that Craft violated
204 C.M.R. § 2.08 because the regulation was
implicitly repealed when the Legislature repealed G.L.
c. 138, § 25A(b).
The ABCC’s finding that Craft violated 204 C.M.R.
§ 2.08, which prohibits wholesalers from inducing
retailers to purchase particular brands by giving
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money or things of value,2 was an error of law and
exceeded its statutory authority. The Legislature
repealed a statute prohibiting the same conduct in
1970 and thereby expressed its judgment that
inducements from wholesalers to encourage the purchase
of alcoholic beverages should not be prohibited.
The ABCC’s regulation of inducements was
authorized prior to 1970. In 1933, the Massachusetts
Legislature enacted the Liquor Control Act, G.L.
c. 138, after Prohibition was repealed.

The Liquor

Control Act established a three-tier system
distribution system so that manufacturers sell
products to wholesalers and wholesalers sell those
products to retailers. To implement the Liquor Control
Act, the ABCC promulgated a set of fifty regulations
in 1935. One of the regulations, Regulation 47, was
the precursor to 204 C.M.R. § 2.08, prohibiting

2

The regulation provides:
No licensee shall give or permit to be given
money or any other thing of substantial value in
any effort to induce any person to persuade or
influence any other person to purchase, or
contract for the purchase of any particular brand
or kind of alcoholic beverages, or to persuade or
influence any person to refrain from purchasing,
or contracting for the purchase of any particular
brand or kind of alcoholic beverages.
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licensees from giving things of substantial value to
induce the purchase of particular kinds or brands of
alcoholic beverages. Because the Liquor Control Act
did not expressly prohibit inducements, the ABCC
likely based its adoption of Regulation 47 under its
general authority to carry out the provisions of the
Act under G.L. c. 138, § 24. [R.A. 1643-51.]
In 1946, the Legislature enacted St. 1946, c.
304, now codified as G.L. c. 138, § 25A, to govern the
sales conduct and trade practices between wholesalers
and retailers. As the Legislature made clear in the
emergency preamble to § 25A, recounted by the Appeals
Court in the leading § 25A case,
Whereas,
the
practice
of
manufacturers
and
wholesalers
in
granting
discounts,
rebates,
allowances, free goods and other inducements to
favored licensees contributes to a disorderly
distribution of alcoholic beverages; and
Whereas, the deferred operation of this act would
delay the proper regulation thereunder of the
alcoholic beverage industry and be contrary to the
interests of temperance, therefore this act is
hereby declared to be an emergency law necessary for
the
immediate
preservation
of
the
public
convenience.
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St. 1946, c. 304; Van Munching Co. v. ABCC, 41 Mass.
App. Ct. 308, 310-11 (1996).3 The Legislature intended
§ 25A to control suppliers’ and wholesalers’
transactions by limiting particular and specific trade
practices in order to promote temperance and an
orderly market. Section 25A set forth two methods to
achieve this goal: first, it prohibited price and
credit discrimination, and second, it prohibited
discounts, rebates, free goods, and inducements. St.
1946, c. 304.
In 1970, the Legislature revisited § 25A removing
some of the limits placed on trade practices and
deleted clause (b) in its entirety “thereby repealing
the law relative to discount in the sale of alcoholic
beverages.” St. 1970, c. 140, § 1; see also Mass. Gen.
Laws Ann. c. 138, § 25A, Ed. Note 1 (West). This act
was titled: “An Act relative to the filing of
schedules of prices of alcoholic beverages and
repealing the law relative to discounts in the sale of
such beverages.” St. 1970, c. 140 (emphasis added).
The title shows that the Legislature sought to remove
any prohibition on providing discounts in the

3

Related materials from the State Archives are in the
record appendix. [R.A. 1415-20.]
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wholesale of alcoholic beverages. See Anheuser-Busch,
Inc. v. ABCC, 75 Mass. App. Ct. 203, 208 (2009).
The effect of this repeal was aptly described in
Van Munching when the Appeals Court rejected the
ABCC’s attempt to prohibit a supplier from offering a
discount program:
We reject the commission’s efforts to construe § 25A
out of context, ignoring its antidiscrimination
purpose
and
viewing
it
as
defining
in
a
comprehensive manner all permissible (and by its
omissions, all impermissible) discount programs.
Section 25A neither explicitly nor implicitly
proscribes the discount program at issue. If § 25A
“were interpreted in the manner urged by the
commission, [it] would in effect be enlarged to
include something which the Legislature, either by
inadvertence or design, omitted therefrom.” M.H.
Gordon & Sons, Inc. [v. ABCC], 371 Mass. [584] at
589 [(1976)].
As the trial court judge noted, the legislative
history of § 25A supports this conclusion. In its
pre-1970 version, there was a subsection (b) of §
25A which provided that “[n]o licensee . . . shall .
. . [g]rant, directly or indirectly, any discount,
rebate, free goods, allowance or other inducement,
except a discount not in excess of two per centum
for quantity of alcoholic beverages except wines, or
a discount not in excess of five per centum for
quantity of wines.” (footnote omitted). In 1970, the
Legislature repealed this paragraph, which had
expressly regulated discounts and allowed only one
type of discount. The Legislature at the same time
left
intact
subsection
(a),
dealing
with
nondiscrimination. In so doing, the Legislature
eliminated
the
limitations
on
quantity-based
discounts. The commission’s decision here would in
essence improperly revive and write back into § 25A
that which the Legislature chose to repeal. However,
portions of a statute which have been omitted are
instead properly to be considered as annulled.
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Victoria, Inc. v. [ABCC], 33 Mass. App. Ct. 507, 511
(1992).
Van Munching Co., 41 Mass. App. Ct. at 310-11
(alternations original). In short, the Legislature
repealed the prohibition on wholesalers giving
discounts, rebates, allowances, and other inducements.
The next year, the Legislature added a second
paragraph to § 25A, “relative to price discrimination
by a sale below list or quotation price” requiring
wholesalers to post their prices and hold them for
thirty days. G.L. c. 138, § 25A, Ed. Note 2 (West).
This “post-and-hold” provision was invalidated as
illegal based on antitrust principles in 1998.
Canterbury Liquors & Pantry v. Sullivan, 16 F. Supp.
2d 41 (D. Mass. 1998) aff’d sub nom Shore Corp. v.
Sullivan, 158 F.3d 51 (1st Cir. 1998); see also
Whitehall Co. v. Merrimack Valley Distrib. Co., 56
Mass. App. Ct. 853, 854 & n.3 (2002) (discussing the
effect of Canterbury Liquors). Neither the Legislature
nor the ABCC have acted to replace § 25A’s invalidated
post-and-hold provision or its parallel regulations.
In short, G.L. c. 138, § 25A, the only statute
concerning trade practices, is partially repealed and
partially invalidated. Section 25A no longer prohibits
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wholesalers from granting “directly or indirectly, any
discount, rebate, free goods, allowance or other
inducement.” Nor after the invalidation of the postand-hold requirements, must a wholesaler hold prices
for thirty days; rather wholesalers can change prices
as they desire based on their own business judgment.
The only remaining statutory restraint on trade
practices is § 25A’s anti-discrimination language. See
Miller Brewing Co. v. ABCC, 56 Mass. App. Ct. 801, 807
(2002). As a result, 204 C.M.R. § 2.08’s ban on
inducements is invalid because it contradicts
legislative intent. Saccone v. State Ethics Com., 395
Mass. 326 (1985); see also Adams Fruit Co. v. Barrett,
494 U.S. 638, 649 (1990) (“[I]t is fundamental ‘that
an agency may not bootstrap itself into an area in
which it has no jurisdiction.’”).
Stated differently, the Legislature’s repeal of
G.L. c. 138, § 25A(b), which prohibited a licensee
from granting a retailer “any discount, rebate, free
goods, allowance or other inducement” also implicitly
invalidated the regulation prohibiting a wholesaler
for giving “money or any other thing of substantial
value in any effort to induce any person to persuade
or influence any other person to purchase, or contract
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for the purchase of any particular brand or kind of
alcoholic beverages.” Without legislative authority to
prohibit inducements, the ABCC Decision finding Craft
liable for violating § 2.08 cannot stand.
The ABCC is likely to argue that Regulation 47
was promulgated before the enactment of G.L. c. 138,
§ 25A, based on its general authority under G.L.
c. 138, § 24, and therefore § 25A’s partial repeal has
no effect on the effect of the regulation. However,
the subsequent legislative pronouncement still
invalidates the regulation. The Legislature has spoken
and has revoked any prohibition on incentives other
than price discrimination. Fundamentally, 204 C.M.R. §
2.08 is invalid as ultra vires because it contradicts
legislative intent. Saccone v. State Ethics Com., 395
Mass. 326 (1985). Since 1970, the ABCC may no longer
prohibit a licensee from giving a retailer a
“discount, rebate, free goods, allowance or other
inducement.” See Adams Fruit Co. v. Barrett, 494 U.S.
638, 649 (1990) (“[I]t is fundamental ‘that an agency
may not bootstrap itself into an area in which it has
no jurisdiction.’”).
Massachusetts courts have consistently held that
agency regulations are invalid when they are
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inconsistent with or exceed the authority conferred by
statute. “An administrative agency has no inherent or
common law authority to do anything.” Comm’r of
Revenue v. Marr Scaffolding Co., 414 Mass. 489, 493
(1993). “The [agency’s] authority . . . is derived
from either express or implied statutory authority.”
Gillette Co. v. Comm’r of Revenue, 425 Mass. 670, 678
(1997). This Court recently held: “Regulations are
invalid when the agency utilizes powers neither
expressly nor impliedly granted by statute. Nor may
regulations validly be promulgated where they are in
conflict with the statutes or exceed the authority
conferred by the statutes by which such [agency] was
created.” Pepin v. Div. of Fisheries & Wildlife, 467
Mass. 210, 221-22 (2014) (internal quotation marks and
citations omitted) (alteration original). Put another
way, “[a]n administrative agency promulgates
regulations to ‘implement or interpret the law
enforced or administered by it,’ and ‘has only the
powers and duties expressly or impliedly conferred on
it by statute.’” Smith-Pena v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
(In re Smith-Pena), 484 B.R. 512, 525 (Bankr. D. Mass
2013) (holding a Massachusetts regulation invalid for
exceeding its statutory authority), citing G.L. c.
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30A, § 1(5); Matter of Elec. Mut. Liab. Ins. Co., 426
Mass. 362, 366 (1998) (citation omitted).
Invalidating regulations as contrary to statutory
authority is nothing new. In 2012, the Appeals Court
found a Department of Mental Retardation regulation
defining mental retardation invalid because it was
inconsistent with the authorizing legislation.
Tartarini v. Dep’t of Mental Retardation, 82 Mass.
App. Ct. 217, 222 (2012). In Bierig v. Everett Square
Plaza Assoc., the Appeals Court held a Massachusetts
Housing Finance Agency regulation and contract
conflicted with the governing statute and therefore
granted summary judgment invalidating the regulation.
34 Mass. App. Ct. 354, 365-66 (1993), F.A.R. den’d,
415 Mass. 1105.
This Court has also regularly invalidated
regulations enforced by agencies on grounds that they
were not supported by or exceeded statutory authority.
E.g., Spaniol’s Case, 466 Mass. 102, 111 (2013)
(finding Department of Industrial Accidents regulation
452 C.M.R. § 1.02 invalid and reversing agency’s
decision allowing an insurer to withhold up to 22% of
an employee’s compensation award to offset the
insurer’s payment of the attorney’s fees); Smith v.
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Comm’r of Transitional Assistance, 431 Mass. 638, 65354 (2000) (invalidating a financial eligibility test
promulgated by the Department of Transitional
Assistance because it effectively bypassed the
statutory factors to be considered when determining
whether to extend a recipient’s benefits);
Massachusetts Hosp. Ass’n v. Dept. of Med. Sec., 412
Mass. 340, 342-43 (1992) (invalidating a regulation
promulgated by the Department of Medical Security that
limited the amount of “bad debt” for which a hospital
could receive reimbursement when statute merely
authorized the DMS to establish “criteria” for
assessing a hospital’s collection efforts).
Although no Massachusetts appellate decision
specifically invalidated a regulation based on the
repeal of a statute governing the same conduct, in a
parallel context, other states have specifically held
that the repeal of a statute invalidates regulations
promulgated under it and that those regulations can no
longer be enforced. In S.C. Dep’t of Nat. Res. v.
McDonald, 626 S.E.2d 816, 818 (S.C. Ct. App. 2006), a
South Carolina court held that a regulation
prohibiting hunting over bait on locations outside
wildlife management areas was no longer enforceable.
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The regulation’s enabling legislation was no longer in
effect as enacted and the only intact provision of the
statute authorized the Department of Natural Resources
to regulate hunting only on wildlife management area
lands. Because the violations at issue concerned a
defunct prohibition, convictions under the regulation
were improper. Id. at 820. Similarly, in City of
Montpelier v. Barnett, 49 A.3d 120, 131 (Vt. 2012),
the Vermont Supreme Court overturned an injunction
against the recreational use of a pond because it
concluded that a 1926 Board of Health regulation
became invalid in 1989 after the Vermont Legislature
repealed both the authorization to create such orders
and the prohibition on violating such orders. Id. The
Vermont Supreme Court reviewed the law of several
jurisdictions and summarized:
The common law rule is that when a statute is
repealed its repeal reaches back in time to
eliminate any authority that existed under the
statute. See Gilman v. Morse, 12 Vt. 544, 552 (1840)
(“As a general rule the repeal of a law puts an end
to that which was created directly by the law
itself.”); Wieslander v. Iowa Dep’t of Transp., 596
N.W.2d 516, 522 (Iowa 1999) (“The repeal of a
statute typically destroys the effectiveness of the
statute, and the repealed statute is deemed never to
have existed.”); 1A N. Singer & J. Singer,
Sutherland Statutes & Statutory Construction §
23:34, at 552-53 (7th ed. 2009) (“Repeal of a
statute . . . destroys the effectiveness of the
repealed act in futuro and divests the right to
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proceed under the statute. Except as to proceedings
past and closed, the statute is considered as if it
has never existed.”). This rule applies to a grant
of regulatory authority, meaning that the repeal of
the authority to issue orders or regulations
normally repeals those orders or regulations already
issued. See United States v. Fortier, 342 U.S. 160,
161-62, 72 S. Ct. 189, 96 L. Ed. 179 (1951) (per
curiam) (holding that repeal of statutory authority
to impose price restrictions operated as a repeal of
restrictions already in place); Osborn Funeral Home,
Inc. v. La. State Bd. of Embalmers, 194 So. 2d 185,
188
(La.
Ct.
App.
1967)
(“[T]he
authority
purportedly conferred by the former statute upon
defendant board to adopt the rules and regulations
assailed by plaintiff no longer exists . . . .
Therefore, the rules and regulations [of the board]
have no basis for their existence and, in fact, no
longer exist or have any pertinence.”); In re Brown,
903 A.2d 147, 151 (R.I. 2006) (holding that repeal
of the governor’s power to issue orders to place
questions on the ballot meant that orders issued
prior to the repeal of the governor’s authority were
no longer binding); S.C. Dep’t of Natural Res. v.
McDonald, 367 S.C. 531, 626 S.E.2d 816, 819 (S.C.
Ct. App. 2006) (“[T]he question is whether the
repeal of . . . the statute referenced during the
promulgation . . . operates as a repeal of the
regulation itself. We hold that it does.”).
Id.
In Spaniol’s Case, 466 Mass. at 110, this Court
established a two-part analysis for determining
whether a duly promulgated regulation is a valid
exercise of authority. “First, using conventional
tools of statutory interpretation, we consider
‘whether the Legislature has spoken with certainty on
the topic in question, and if we conclude that the
statute is unambiguous, we give effect to the
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Legislature’s intent.’” Id., quoting Goldberg v. Bd.
of Health, 444 Mass. 627, 632-33 (2005). “Second, if
the Legislature has not directly addressed the
pertinent issue and the statute is capable of more
than one rational interpretation, we proceed to
determine whether the agency’s interpretation may ‘be
reconciled with the governing legislation.’” Id.,
quoting Goldberg, 444 Mass. at 633.
Here, in analyzing whether 204 C.M.R. § 2.08 is a
valid exercise of regulatory authority, the first step
resolves the question and requires invalidation; the
Legislature has spoken with certainty on this topic.
The Legislature’s repeal of G.L. c. 138, § 25A(b),
which prohibited a licensee from granting a retailer
“any discount, rebate, free goods, allowance or other
inducement” also implicitly invalidated the
regulation, whether identified as Regulation 47 or 204
C.M.R. § 2.08, prohibiting a wholesaler to give “money
or any other thing of substantial value in any effort
to induce any person to persuade or influence any
other person to purchase, or contract for the purchase
of any particular brand or kind of alcoholic
beverages.”
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The Appeals Court discussed this precise topic
concerning discounts and rebates of alcoholic
beverages and confirmed the Legislative intent to
repeal the prohibition in holding that the ABCC’s
prohibition of a discount program “would in essence
improperly revive and write back into § 25A that which
the Legislature chose to repeal.” Van Munching Co. v.
ABCC, 41 Mass. App. Ct. 308, 310-11 (1996). Because
the Legislature has spoken on this issue, 204 C.M.R.
§ 2.08 is invalid. The regulation conflicts with and
is not authorized by its enabling statutes. Thus, the
ABCC’s holding that Craft violated § 2.08 must be
vacated.
The Superior Court largely accepted this
argument, but held that § 2.08 was limited to
instances of price discrimination. [R.A. 1624-25.]
Nonetheless, it held that when the regulation was
viewed through the lens of § 25A, the ABCC properly
found a violation. This circular logic only confuses
an already complex and inconsistently applied legal
landscape.
Because there is no legislative support for 204
C.M.R. § 2.08 and because the Legislature acted to
repeal a statutory analog, the regulation is invalid
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and the ABCC incorrectly found that Craft violated its
prohibitions.
II. The ABCC did not find sufficient facts to
establish a violation of G.L. c. 138, § 25A.
A. The ABCC failed to make out a prima facie case
showing a violation of § 25A.
Section 25A(a) now prohibits a wholesaler from
Discriminat[ing], directly or indirectly, in price,
in discounts for time of payment or in discounts on
quantity of merchandise sold, . . . between one
retailer and another retailer purchasing alcoholic
beverages bearing the same brand or trade name and
of like age and quality[.]
To find a prima facie violation of § 25A, the ABCC
must find that:
(1) a licensee,
(2) discriminated (directly or indirectly),
(3) in price, in discounts of payment
discounts on quantity of merchandise sold,
(4) between one retailer and
purchasing alcoholic beverages,

another

or

in

retailer,

(5) which bore the same brand or trade name, and
(6) were of like age and quality.
Stated differently, the ABCC had to show both that
Craft sold a particular product at a discount to one
licensee, and that it sold the same product at a
higher price to another licensee. Moreover, after the
invalidation of the post-and-hold pricing requirement,
there is no prohibition on a wholesaler changing
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prices for products at any time. Thus, to violate
§ 25A, there is a seventh requirement, namely that the
two sales at different prices occur at the same time.
Comparing transactions from January 1, 2013 to January
15, 2013 would be of no moment because a wholesaler is
entitled to change its prices.
The ABCC did not find facts establishing a prima
facie violation of § 25A. The ABCC Decision makes no
findings of fact or rulings of law that (1) Craft (2)
discriminated (3) by providing select rebates (4) to
one retailer and not another as to purchases of beer
(5) bearing the same brand or trade name, (6) of like
age and quality, (7) with respect to contemporaneous
transactions. Craft’s admission that some rebates were
given and that not everyone was offered the rebates
does not prove discrimination or a violation of § 25A.
As a result, the ABCC Decision must be vacated because
the facts, as conceded by Craft and found by the ABCC,
do not constitute a prima facie violation of § 25A
without a showing that another retailer purchased the
same brand items but did not pay the same price. Casa
Loma, Inc. v. Alcoholic Beverages Control Comm’n, 377
Mass. 231, 234 (1979) (“It is a common tenet of
statutory construction that, wherever possible, no
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provision of a legislative enactment should be treated
as superfluous.”).
The ABCC held that Craft’s admission that it
offered rebates to some retailers or marketing
companies and not others was sufficient evidence of
price discrimination, even without evidence that Craft
sold the same brands contemporaneously at different
prices to different retailers or that the retailers,
other than one, received any rebates. An admission of
belief of wrongdoing is insufficient to trigger
liability without proving a prima facie case. Agencies
engaged in prosecutorial conduct cannot find
violations without evidence satisfying each required
element. Without proof of each element of price
discrimination – two simultaneous sales of the same
products at different prices – the § 25A violation
cannot stand because it is not supported by
substantial evidence. Embers of Salisbury, Inc. v.
ABCC, 401 Mass. 426, 428 (1988); see also Griffin’s
Brant Rock Package Store, Inc. v. ABCC, 12 Mass. App.
Ct. 768, 660 (1981) (“Substantial evidence is more
than just some evidence to support the conclusion of
the administrative agency.”).
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The Superior Court accepted this finding, holding
that “[n]o matter when the transactions occurred,
then, some retailers had the benefit of a lower net
price (after rebate) than other retailers.” [R.A.
1629.] The ABCC never made such a finding. There was
no finding by the ABCC or evidence before the ABCC
that the prices paid by the identified retailers were
lower than prices paid by other retailers for the same
products. The ABCC’s finding of price discrimination
is therefore unsupported by substantial evidence.
B. The ABCC also failed to show that the alleged
rebates and payments went to licensees, as
opposed to marketing companies.
In holding that Craft violated § 25A and 204
C.M.R. § 2.08, the ABCC asserted that “[Craft]
admittedly offered rebates to retail licensees.” [A.R.
258.] Even if giving rebates to retail licensees was
illegal, this conclusion is not supported by the
ABCC’s own factual findings or record evidence. The
ABCC Decision does not find that Craft offered rebates
to any specific retail licensees; rather it finds that
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Craft transacted with “certain Retailers’
management/marketing companies.”4 [R.A. 246.]
This distinction between the recipients of the
rebates is critical, as the ABCC acknowledged in later
ruling on charges against five retailers based on the
same investigative report and documentary evidence. In
four of these five cases, the ABCC found no evidence
that Craft’s rebates to the Third Parties went to the
licensed retailers and therefore found no violations.
[R.A. 1552-84.] Nonetheless, the ABCC penalized Craft
for providing rebates to these retailers – even though
(with one exception) it provided no rebates to
licensed retailers. Reaching conflicting decisions on
the same record constitutes arbitrary and capricious
conduct. Retirement Bd. of Somerville v. CRAB, 38
Mass. App. Ct. 673, 676-79 (1995).
C. The payment of rebates does not constitute price
discrimination.
Moreover, § 25A(a) only prohibits certain classes
of discrimination. A supplier cannot discriminate in

4

The record evidence demonstrates that Craft paid
three rebates to a particular licensee in the amount
of $8,420. [R.A. 389, 394, 398.] If this is the only
basis for a violation, instead of the ABCC Decision’s
broad findings, this matter should be remanded to the
ABCC for reconsideration of Craft’s penalty.
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price, time of payment, and quality of merchandise.
The regulation of rebates – the supposed wrongdoing at
issue here – was repealed with § 25A(b) in 1970. “[A]
basic tenet of statutory construction [is] that a
statute must be construed ‘so that effect is given to
all its provisions, so that no part will be
inoperative or superfluous.’” Bankers Life & Cas. Co.
v. Comm’r of Ins., 427 Mass. 136, 140 (1998) (quoting
2A B. Singer, Sutherland Statutory Construction 46.06
(5th ed. 1992)). It follows that if the Legislature
previously prohibited both price discrimination and
the giving of rebates, it could not have meant to
include the giving of rebates as a form of price
discrimination. Craft is only accused of giving
rebates and not of changing the front-line price paid
by retailers. Therefore, the ABCC did not find
sufficient facts to warrant a § 25A violation.
III. The ABCC’s holding conflicted with subsequent
holdings based on the same facts and was thus
arbitrary and capricious.
Under G.L. c. 30A, § 14(7)(g), this Court may set
aside the ABCC Decision if it “was arbitrary,
capricious, or an abuse of discretion, or otherwise
not in accordance with law.”
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“[A]n agency action supported by substantial
evidence may nonetheless be arbitrary and capricious.”
Retirement Bd. of Somerville v. CRAB, 38 Mass. App.
Ct. 673, 676-77 (1995), citing, Bowman Transp., Inc.
v. Arkansas-Best Freight Sys., Inc., 419 U.S. 281, 284
(1974). In Retirement Board of Somerville, the Appeals
Court held that a state agency acted arbitrarily and
capriciously in granting retirement benefits when an
earlier, separate determination based on the same
record concluded otherwise. Id. at 678-79.
Specifically, in 1987, the CRAB declined to grant
benefits in a particular case because the record’s
submissions and findings were inadequate to make a
determination and instead the CRAB asked for further
records. Id. at 677. After a year, the CRAB was
informed that there were no further records available.
Then, after an inexplicable four-year wait, on the
original record, the CRAB granted the benefits. It
offered no explanation why information which was
essential to its decision in 1987 based on the same
record was “no longer considered essential [at a
different time].” Id. 678-79. The Appeals Court
correctly held that “an agency final adjudication that
essentially contradicts an earlier interim
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determination made on the same record, with no reason
cited, or subsidiary findings made, explaining or
supporting the change” is arbitrary and capricious and
must be reversed. Id.
The present case is another instance of an agency
final adjudication that contradicts a different
determination made on the same record in a related
proceeding. In this case, the ABCC’s holding that
Craft violated 204 C.M.R. § 2.08 contradicts its
subsequent decisions on the same record in which it
found insufficient evidence that four of five
retailers violated 204 C.M.R. § 2.08.
The ABCC issued a decision, dated July 29, 2016,
dismissing the charges against one such retailer,
Poe’s Pub, Inc. d/b/a Estelle’s. [R.A. 1552.] In this
decision, the ABCC, relying on the same Report
submitted against Craft, found that the licensee was
managed by the Wilcox Hospitality Group, Inc. [R.A.
1553.] In findings virtually identical to those in the
Craft Decision, the ABCC found that Craft paid Wilcox
Hospitality Group, Inc., which managed five other
licensed retailers, two payments of $20,000 to obtain
“20 committed draft lines at Wilcox’s [licensed
retailer] establishments.” Yet the ABCC found that
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“there is insufficient evidence that [Poe’s Pub]
violated 204 C.M.R. § 2.08.” [R.A. 1553.] This was
because
while it is clear and apparently undisputed that
Wilcox received $20,0000.00 as a bribe for 20
dedicated tap lines in Wilcox-managed restaurants,
there is nothing in the record that shows this
specific Licensee was “[permitted] to be given”
money . . . . The record is devoid of any
circumstantial evidence that any of the $20,000.00
paid by Craft to Wilcox made its way from Wilcox to
Poe’s Pub . . . or even evidence that the checks
from Craft to Wilcox delivered by McCoy were dropped
off at Poe’s Pub . . . . Nothing links Poe’s Pub
specifically to this scheme.
[R.A. 1555.]
The ABCC issued similar decisions dismissing
charges against three other retailers. [R.A. 1557-74.]
Of the five retailers it charged based on the same
investigative report used to charge Craft, the ABCC
only found that one, Rebel Restaurants, Inc. d/b/a
Jerry Remy’s, violated 204 C.M.R. § 2.08. The ABCC
held that there was sufficient evidence to support a
violation because Rebel Restaurants, Inc., a retail
licensee, directly received $8,420 in payments from
Craft and these payments were specifically for the
purpose of having Rebel carry Craft’s brands. [R.A.
1577-84].
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In light of these five subsequent decisions
relying on the same record, this Court should hold
that the ABCC acted arbitrarily and capriciously in
finding that Craft violated 204 C.M.R. § 2.08. In
dealing with Craft, the ABCC made absolutely no
distinction between Craft’s payments to non-licensee
management companies and actual retail licensees even
though it later admitted that “[a]n essential element
of 204 C.M.R. § 2.08 is that a [retail] licensee . . .
‘permit[s] to be given’ something of value.” [R.A.
1561, 1567, 1573.] Instead, the ABCC held that Craft
“engaged in a pervasive illegal enterprise involving
numerous retailers and corporations that spanned at
least five years, spending approximately $120,000 to
pay kickbacks to § 12 retail licensees throughout the
Boston area . . . .” [R.A. 263.] The ABCC’s Decision
against Craft found a violation of 204 C.M.R. § 2.08
with respect to each and every payment made to the
third-party management companies. This cannot be
reconciled with its decisions finding insufficient
evidence for violations of 204 C.M.R. § 2.08 with
respect to four of five retail licensees. By the
ABCC’s own subsequent admission, the most that the
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record showed was payments of $8,420 to one licensee,
not $120,000 to a variety of licensees.
Subsequently, earlier this year, the ABCC again
addressed an alleged violation of 204 C.M.R. § 2.08.
In re August A. Busch & Co. of Massachusetts (ABCC
Apr. 17, 2018), available at https://www.mass.gov/
files/documents/2018/04/24/Medford_August%20A%20Busch%
20Co.%20violation_4-17-18.pdf. In that case, a
licensed wholesaler assisted its parent company, a
beer manufacturer, with providing retail licensees
draught towers and coolers. The ABCC held that the
wholesaler neither “gave” nor “permit to given” things
of value because the wholesaler acted only as a
facilitator for the transaction between the retailer
and the manufacturer. This is a very narrow
interpretation of the word “give” and discounted the
substantial effort expended by the wholesaler. This
scattershot approach to enforcement of 204 C.M.R.
§ 2.08 further demonstrates the ambiguity of the
statute and the difficulty of applying it in light of
the repeal of § 25A.
The ABCC’s contradictory decisions are a text
book case of arbitrary and capricious agency decision
making. The decisions demonstrate that the ABCC used
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one legal standard in the Craft case but a different
standard in five subsequent decisions on the same
facts. It also resulted in vastly different outcomes
on the same set of facts; Craft was suspended for
fifteen months while four of the five charged
retailers received no penalty, and the one remaining
received an eighteen-day suspension with three days to
serve. This irrational outcome undermines public
confidence in ABCC’s objective decision making and
suggests that “the agency has acted for reasons that
are extraneous to the prescriptions of the regulatory
scheme,” based on an “ad hoc agenda.” Fafard v.
Conserv. Comm’n, 41 Mass. App. Ct. 565, 567-68 (1996).
Standing alone, this arbitrary and capricious action
requires the ABCC Decision suspending Craft for
fifteen months, with ninety days to serve, be set
aside.
IV. The ABCC’s secret and ex parte reliance on its
own non-public records under the guise of
administrative notice violated Craft’s due process
rights.
Under G.L. c. 30A, § 12, “[i]n conducting
adjudicatory proceedings . . . agencies shall afford
all parties an opportunity for full and fair hearing.”
Section 11 requires agencies to notify parties in
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advance if it intends to consider evidence outside of
that presented to it, including evidence from its own
files. § 11(4), (5).
Boiled down to their essence, these provisions of
the Administrative Procedures Act simply require that,
“If an agency wishes to rely on a fact, that fact must
be established by evidence in the record.” Arthurs v.
Bd. of Registration in Med., 383 Mass. 299, 310
(1981). “The agency is thus prohibited from using as
evidence any secret records, investigative reports, or
other documents in its possession, but which the
agency does not choose to offer into evidence to be
made a part of the agency record in the adjudicatory
proceeding.” Gerald A. McDonough, 38 Mass. Practice:
Administrative Law and Practice § 10:25 (Westlaw
2017). Section 12(4) “is a valuable statutory
provision which operates in practice to protect
parties dealing with state administrative agencies
from sloppy or unfair agency practices in relying upon
records, investigative reports, or documents in its
possession as evidence in an adjudicatory proceeding.”
Id. The Civil Service Commission, for example, erred
in considering testimony given by an expert witness in
a different Commission proceeding, without notifying
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the parties and giving them an opportunity to contest
and respond to that evidence. See Police Dep’t of
Boston v. Kavaleski, 463 Mass. 680, 691 (2012).
Here, the ABCC violated due process and the G.L.
c. 30A’s statutory provisions because, after the close
of evidence at the hearing and without any notice to
Craft, the ABCC took administrative notice of numerous
facts in the “Commission Files.” Specifically, the
ABCC took administrative notice of twenty-two matters
concerning the commonality of corporate officers of
certain licensees and their third-party management
companies and drew conclusions critical to its
decision from those facts. [R.A. 789-1366.] It appears
the ABCC considered this information in an attempt to
plug the evidentiary gap it identified in its later
decisions (and addressed above) in which it found
insufficient evidence that Craft’s payments to nonlicensee management companies actually went to
licensees. The ABCC, after taking administrative
notice of the commonality of officers of certain
licensees and their third party management companies,
inferred that all payments made by Craft to management
companies actually went to the § 12 licensees they
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managed when it found that Craft violated 204 C.M.R.
§ 2.08 with regard to every payment. [R.A. 263.]
Craft did not challenge the facts as alleged in
the Report before the ABCC. This was a strategic
decision; as argued herein, the facts in the Report do
not set forth prima facie violations of law, and the
laws at issue are invalid or do not apply to the
alleged conduct. Had the ABCC informed Craft that it
intended to look beyond the Investigators’ Report in
determining whether Craft committed a violation, Craft
likely may have chosen to proceed with a full
evidentiary hearing instead of stipulating to the
administrative record in order to disprove the ABCC’s
improper inferences.5 The burden was on the prosecuting
party, here the ABCC and its investigators, to prove
every required element of the allegedly illegal act.
The ABCC violated Craft’s due process rights when it

5

The Superior Court discounted this argument because
it was made “without sworn support.” Affidavits are
not typical in agency appeals under G.L. c. 30A, § 14.
Moreover, what Craft would have done had different
information been provided is not the proper basis of
an affidavit – it is not something that can be stated
based on personal knowledge. The fact that Craft was
deprived of its right to make an informed decision
about how to defend itself in light of all of the
information the agency considered is prejudice in and
of itself.
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found Craft liable based conclusions drawn from secret
evidence that Craft was not permitted to rebut or
refute. The ABCC acted unfairly, violated Craft’s due
process, and violated the law, when, after it closed
the record, it conducted an ex parte investigation and
relied on secret and disputable facts without notice
to Craft or any opportunity to respond to this
evidence.
The ABCC’s reliance on a secret review of its own
non-public files without providing notice to Craft is
both fundamentally unfair as well as a violation of
due process and the Administrative Procedure Act’s
statutory provisions. The ABCC’s secret ex parte
investigation undermined Craft’s argument that the
evidence presented at the hearing was insufficient as
a matter of law. Moreover, Craft could have disputed
these facts if given notice and an opportunity to
respond. In any case, these frailties make any
inferences drawn on them (and specifically, the ABCC’s
inference that funds paid to management companies went
to licensees) unreasonable because the information
upon which the inference is based is unreliable. The
ABCC undermined the adversarial process and integrity
of its Decision itself.
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Perhaps most egregiously, while the ABCC was
conducting this secret ex parte investigation without
allowing Craft any rebuttal or cross-examination, it
refused to take administrative notice of certain
corporate records Craft sought to introduce following
the hearing. [R.A. 1387-1409.] Craft attempted to
introduce these public corporate records to counter an
erroneous suggestion made by one Commissioner at the
hearing that Craft was affiliated with the Third
Parties or assisted in their creation. [R.A. 1410.]
The ABCC’s violation of § 11 of the
Administrative Procedures Act should result in this
Court setting aside its decision. Atkinson’s, Inc. v.
ABCC, 15 Mass. App. Ct. 325, 326-27 n.4 (1983). The
ABCC’s ex parte investigation was unfair and improper:
any party aggrieved as a result of an agency taking
judicial notice of certain contested facts which—and
particularly where evidence has been introduced into
the record tending to disprove the truth of the
facts judicially noticed—would be entitled to raise
such an issue on judicial review under G.L. c. 30A,
§ 14 to invalidate the decision as based upon an
error of law, or as arbitrary or capricious, an
abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance
with law.
Gerald A. McDonough, 38 Mass. Practice: Administrative
Law and Practice § 10:28 (Westlaw 2017). Accordingly,
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the ABCC’s Decision should be invalidated on these
grounds as well.
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Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, Craft requests that
this Court set aside the decision of the ABCC, or
alternatively, remand the matter to the ABCC for
further consideration. Further, Craft requests that
the Court determine that the penalty, including the
fine, was unlawful and require it to be reduced,
refunded or, alternatively, recalculated (and reduced
and refunded). Finally, Craft asks the Court to grant
such other and further relief as may be necessary and
appropriate.
CRAFT BEER GUILD, LLC d/b/a
CRAFT BREWERS GUILD
By its attorneys,
J. Mark Dickison
(BBO# 629170)
Caroline O’Connell
(BBO# 640271)
Joshua M. D. Segal
(BBO# 678367)
Lawson & Weitzen, LLP
88 Black Falcon Avenue
Boston, MA 02210
Telephone: (617) 439-4990
Facsimile: (617) 439-3987
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DECISION
CRAFT BEER GUlLD LLC D/B/A CRAFT BREWERS GUILD
170 MARKET STREET
EVERETT, MA 02149
LICENSE#: WI-298
VIOLATION DATE: 031l8/2015
HEARD: 09/02/2015
Craft Beer Guild LLC d/b/a Craft Brewers Guild (the "Licensee") holds an alcohollicensc issued
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 138, § 19. The AlcohoHc Beverages Control Commission (the
"Commission") held a hearing on Wednesday, September 2, 2015, regarding alleged violations
of:
1) 204 CMR 2.08: No licensee shall give or pennit to be given money or any other
thing of substantial value in any effort to induce any person to persuade or
influence any other person to purchase, or contract for the purchase of any
particular brand or kind of alcoholic beverages, or to persuade or influence any
person to refrain from purchasing, or contracting for the purchase of any
particular brand or kind of alcoholic beverages.
2) M.G.L. C. 138, §25A: No licensee authorized. under this chapter to sell alcoholic
beverages to wholesalers or retailers shall: Discriminate, directly or indirectly, in
price, in discounts for time of payment, or in discounts on quantity of
merchandise sold, between one wholesaler and another wholesaler, or between
one retailer and another retailer purchasing alcoholic beverages bearing the same
brand or trade name of like age and quality.
Prior to the commencement of the hearing, the Licensee stipulated to the violations alleged. in
Investigator Velez's Report.
The tbllowing documents are in evidence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Investigator Velez's Investigative Report dated March 18,2015;
Bank On It (3 pgs);
Bank On It (2 pgs);
Bank On It (4 pgs);
Wilcox Hospitality Gn)up I (3 pgs);
3
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6. Wilcox Hospitality Group 2 (2 pgs);
7. The Briar Group I (5 pgs);
8. The Briar Group 2 (4 pgs);
9. The Briar Group 3 (2 pgs);
10. Fifth Avenue PrOductions 1 (3 pgs);
11. Rebel Restaurant Group, Inc. I (4 pgs);
12. Rebel Restaurant Group, Inc. 2 (4 pgs);
13. Rebel Restaurant Group, Inc. 3 (3 pgs);
14. The GI}'lU1 Hospitality Group 1 (l pg);
15. The Glynn Hospitality Group 2 (1 pg);
16. The GIY1U111ospitality Group 3 (2 pgs);
t 7. Price Postings from BeveTage Journal, January _. December 2013;
18. Price Postings from Beverage Journal, January December 2014; and
19. Liccnsee's Stipulation of Facts.
There is one (1) audio recording of this hearing.
The Commission took Administrative Notice of the Licensee's file.

FINDINGS OF FACT
I. Craft Bcer Guild, LLC, <Vb/a Craft Brewers Guild ("Craft" or "Licensee") is a
Massachusetts licensed § 18 wholesaler located at 170 Market Street, Everett, MA.
2. Crall came into existence in 2005, as a result of a merger between Snapple Beverages of
Boston, LLP and L. Knife & Son, Inc. ("1. Knife"). (Commission File; Testimony)
3. L. Knife is the sole owner of Crall. (Commission Files)
4. Gerald Sheehan is the sole manager of Craft. (Commission Files)
5. Craft distributes approximately 200 craft beer brands, including but not limited to beer
from Brooklyn Brewery, Ipswich Ale Brewery, Sierra Nevada Brewing Company, Magic
Hat Brewing Company, Lagunitas Brewing Company, Allagash Brewing Company,
Pretty Things Beer & Ale Project Inc., Ciseo Brewers Inc., Yuengling Brewery,
Smuttynose Brewing Company, Waehusctt Brewing Company, Brewery Ommegang,
Weihenstephaner US, and Oskar Blues Brewery. ("Craft Brands").
6. Pretty 1111ngs Beer and Ale Project Inc., ("Pretty Things") ha..'l never held a license to
manufacture alcoholic beverages in Massachusetts l . (Commission Files)
7. However, Pretty Things' malt beverages are among the prodUcts that Craft distributed.
(Exhibit 1)
8. On or about October 13, 2014, Dan Paquette, one of the owners of Pretty Things Beer
and Ale Project, Inc. posted comments on Twitter alleging that certain licensed
Massachusetts Alcohollc Beverages Suppliers (presumably fanner-brewers licensed
under § 19B; and c;ertificate of compliance holders licensed under § I8B) (collectively
"Suppliers"), and Massachusetts Wholesalers licensed under § 18 were providing
unlawful payments to Massachusetts on-premises retailers licensed under § 12 in
I However, Pretty Thing!l did hold a Massachusetts Wholesalers License that was issued on July 28, 2015.
Il was not renewed for calendar year 2016.
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exchange Ihr the retuilers ("Retailer or collectively "Retailers") carrying Craft Brands in
their licensed premises. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
9. As a result of Mr. Paquette's complaints, Commission investigators began investigating
these allegations. The investigation spanned several months, required multiple interviews
with employees and representatives of Massachusl;ltts alcoholic bever4ges licensees and
involved a thorough review of an extensive paper trail documenting the allegations and
licensees implicated. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
10. On October 16, 2014, Chief Frederick Mahony and Investigator Nicholas Velez
interviewed Dan Paquette and his wife, Martha Paquette. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
II. Mrs. Paquette told the investigators that Wilcox Hospitality Group, Inc. ("Wilcox") was
u.<:.;ing a "pay-to-play" scheme with their tap lines. SpecifIcally, Mrs. Paquette told the
investigators that Craft was paying the Briar Group, LLC ("Briar") in exchange for
placement of Craft Brands in Briar Group establishments. (Exhibit 1)
12. In support of this allegation, Mrs. Paquette provided the investigators with an invoice that
Craft sent to Pretty Things. The invoice revealed that Crail was invoicing and receiving
payment from licensed tanner-brewers as reimbursement Ihr payments Cran had made to
retail licensees on their behalf for product placement. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
13. When Mrs. Paquette received the invoice, she emailed Craft and requested clarillcation
regarding the contents of the bill. Craft did not respond to her question but instead
indicated that Pretty Things did not have to pay the invoice. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
14. As a result of this infonnation, on several occasions beginning in October, 2014, Chief
Frederick MallOny, and Investigators Caroline Wilichoski, and Nicholas Velez went to
Craft's licensed premises and interviewed several Craft employees regarding these
allegations. (Exhibit 1)
15. Michael Bemlcld has been Cratl:'s General Manager since 2005. Craig Corthell is the
Sales Manager, Pat McCoy is the Director of On-Premises Sales, and Bethany
DiCristofaro is the Office Manager. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
16. Mr. McCoy has been with Craft fllr three years as the Director of On-Premises Sales. llis
immediate supervisors are Mr. CorthelJ and Mr. Bemleld. (Exhibit I)
17. Craft employs severdl sales representatives, incl uding Dan Cronin and Mike Maecure.
(Exhibit 1)
I8.Initially, when Investigator Wilichoski asked Mr. Corthell what the terms "brand
allocation," "marketing support,'; and "menu programming," signiHcd in the Prctty
Things invoice, Mr. eorthell and other Craft representatives denied any knowledge of thc
meaning of the terms. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
19. Aller continued questioning, Mr. Corthell told Investigator Wilichoski that, "the tl;lnns
are interchangeable and mean the same thing" and is related to the printing of menus.
However, when Tnvestigator Wilichoski asked if Crall prints menus, Mr. Corthell said,
"no." (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
20. Finally, Mr. Corthell admitted that that the $20 "rebate" offered was actually a
"kickback" to Briar tor committed Craft Brand tap lines in its Retail establishments.
(Exhibit 1, Testimony)
21. Mr. Corthell went on to say that Craft has been paying Briar a $20 "rebate" per keg twiec
a year tor the last three years, in exchange for Briar putting Craft Brands on Briar's
Retailers'menu. (Exhibit 1, Testimony) .
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22. Mr. earthen acknowledged that Craft has similar agreements with Wilcox, Remy's
Fenway Group, LLC C'Remy's"), the Glynn Huspitality Group ("Glynn"), and the Lyons
Group, LTO ("Lyons"). (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
23. Beginning sometime in 2013 and continuing until the time of the complaints, Craft
negotiated and implemented a series of kickback schemes between itself, certain
Suppliers, multiple Retailers, and certain Retailers' management/marketing companies,
including Briar, Wilcox, Glynn, Filth Avenue Productiom; ("FiHh Avenue"), Rebel
Restaurant Group ("Rebel"), Bank On It, and Lyons (collectively "Third Parties").
24. None of these Third Parties have alcoholic beverages licenses in Massachusetts.
25. Mr. McCoy has been Craft's primary negotiator in support of these schemes. (Exhibit 1,
Testimony)
26. An uverview of the schemes are as follows:
a. Craft negotiated a payment structure with each Third Party in exchange for the
Retailers placing Craft Brands in its on-premises retail establishments. Typically,
the negotiated priees ranged from $1000 to $1500 per draft line keg.
b. Craft would either provide a sample invoice to the Third Party tor use or the Third
Party would use its own invuice.
c. The invoice indicated that Craft was being billed for services rendered to it such
as "marketing support," "printing of menus," "promotional services," or some
other similar services to Craft.
d. In an effort to obfuscate and create distance between the Retailers and Craft, the
Retailers never invoiced Craft directly. instead, the Third Parties fraudulently
invoiced Craft. These Third Parties all have similar characteristics. They do not
hold alcoholic beverages lieenscs, arc identified as either management or
marketing companies for the Retailers, and have the exact same or common group
of corporate officers and beneftcial interest holders as the Retailers. in the case of
Fifth Avenue and Bank On It, there are no employees or payroll.
e. Once invoiced, Craft paid the fee fbI' services never performed. hI tum, Craft
invoiced the Suppliers for reimbursement of the kickbacks paid. Sometimes the
Suppliers would fully reimburse Crafl., other times they would partially reimburse
Craft. (Exhibit I,Testimony, Commission Files)
f. Craft. never perfonned or intended to perform any of the services detailed in the
invoice. These invoices were actually pay-offs to participating Retailers to sell
Cratl Brands in its licensed premises for having committed tap lines for the Craft
Brands.
g. Onen a Craft employee would hand deliver the payments to an employee at the
Retailer's licensed premises. (Exhibit 1)
27. Mr. McCoy went on to deseribc Craft's agreement with Wilcox where Wilcox invoiced
Craft twice, each time for a $10,000 payment. Craft paid Wilcox a total of $20,000.00
for kickbacks labeled as "marketing support." (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
28. Once Mr. McCoy was finished providing an overview of the kickback scheme for
Wilcox, he began describing the terms of the scheme involving Fifth Avenue and
Remy's. (Exhibit I, Testimony)
29. Apparently FiHh Avenue is the ''marketing company" for Jerry Remy's Fenway
Restaurant 01"1 Boylston Street. Rebel is the "marketing company" for Jerry Remy's
Seaport Location. Craft paid Fifth Avenue approximately $2,000 per draft brand, per
6
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year and Remy's had four draft lines for an equivalent value of $8,000.00 per year.
(Exhibit I, Testimony)
Mr. McCoy then described Craft's agreement with Glynn where Craft paid Glynn
approximately $20,000, or $1,000.00 per draft line, in exchange for committed draft
lines. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
Mr. McCoy went on to discuss the scheme involving Lyons. Mr. McCoy stated that he
and Lyons made an agreement for product placement of Craft Brands of $1000.00 per
draft line, an additional agreement for a payment of$I,500.oo to $1,800.00 per draft line
for "Yuengling Beer" to be placed at Lyons Restaurants, and another agreement of
$15.00 per barrel ofbeer sold in Lyons restaurants. (Exhibit 1,3)
Craft, through both Mr. Bemfeld and Mr. eorthen, admitted that it knew these payments
were in violation of the Commission regulation regarding inducements. (Exhibit 1)
By Craft's own admission, these kickbacks/rebates were not posted in the Beverage
Journal or reported to the Commission and were not available to all retail licensees.
(Exhibit I, Tcstimony)
After reviewing several documents, inclUding invoices that Ms. DiCristofaro provided,
the investigators scheduled interviews with the Retailers and Third Partics Craft had been
paying off. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)

The Briar Group. LLC ("Briar")
35. The Briar Group, LL~, is the management company3 for the following § 12 on-premises
licensees:
• Adare, Inc., d/b/a Ned Devine's;
• FHM Hospitality, Inc., d/b/a Anthem;
• Dunboy, Inc., d/b/a MJ O'Connor's;4
• Green Briar Tavern, Inc., d/b/a The Green Briar;5
• Galway, Inc., d/b/a The H~rp;6
.
• Northern Avenue Hospitality Inc., d/b/a District Hall/ and
• Seaport Hospitality, Inc., d/b/a the Weston Hotel.l! (Exhibit 1)

Austin M. O'Connor is the IIllUl<lger of Briar Group, LLC. (Exhibit I)
There is nothing in the Commission files approving this relationship. (Commission .Files)
4 Austin M. O'Connor is the President, Treasurer, ·imd Secretary of Adare, Inc., FHM Hospitality Inc., and
Dunboy
Austin M. O'Connor, Austin F. O'Connor, and Margaret O'Connor arc listed as Directorn
for these entities. (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
S Secretary of Commonwealth ftlings indicate that Austin F. O'Connor is the President, Treasurer, and a
Director of Green Briar Tavern, Inc. Austin M. O'Connor is listed as the Secretary for the entity, and
Margaret O'Connor is listed as a Director, however Commission files euntradict and indicate that
~argaret O'Connor is the entity's Secretary. (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
I> Secretary of Commonwealth filings indicate that Austin M. O'Connor is the President, Treasurer,
Secretary, and a Director of Galway Inc. Margaret M. O'Connor and Austin F O'Connor are also listed
as Directors of the entity however Commission files contradict and indicate Austin F. O'Connor is tlle
President, Treasurer, and a Director of Galway, Jnc. Commission fIles also indicate Margaret O'Connor
is the Secretary and a Direclor ofthe entity. (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
7 Austin M. O'Connor is the President, Treasurer, Secretary, and Director of Northern Avenue
Hospitality, Inc. (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
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A~

the management company, Briar is responsible lor managing the licensed premises
including managing human resources~ payroll and or.dering alcohol. (Exhibit 1)
37. Tom Shea is Briar's Chief Operating Officer. Dessie Kerins has been employed by Briar
for more than 20 years, and wa.... re."ponsible for Briar's liquor purchases in 2013 and
2014. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
38. Mr. Kerins is Mr. MeCoy'g direct contact at Briar.
39. Initially when the Investigators questioned Mr. Kerins about the term~ "brand allocation,"
"marketing support," and "menu programming," Mr. Kerins refused to answer the
que..,tions, pmvide an explanation, or reveal his contact at Craft. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
40. Instead, Mr. Kerins forwarded the intbrmatlon to Mr. O'Connor and said Mr. O'Connor
would provide all the requested information. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
41. Cormnission Investigators conducted several interviews both in person and over the
phone over the course of the next several months with Briar's representatives. (Exhibit I,
Testimony)
42. For approximately 3-4 years, Craft and Briar had an agreement whereby Craft would pay
Briar so that Briar's licensees would carry Craft's products. (Exhibit 1)
43. Mr. Kerins and Mr. McCoy admitted that the agreement required Craft to pay Briar
$20.00 per keg to support a rotational draft program, in exchange Ibr Briar ~ning Craft's
Brands. Craft made these payments twice a year. Every six months, Craft would send a
spreadsheet with the number of kegs sold to Briar~ and Briar would create a fake invoice
based on that spreadsheet and send it to Craft tilT payment. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
44. Craft instructed Briar to label the invoices for kickbacks as either "brand allocation,"
"menu support," "marketing support," or "menu programing." (Exhibit 1, Transcript)
45. Paying this kickback guaranteed that Craft would have a committed draft line Ihr Crall
Brands at Briar's Retailers. (Exhibit 1)
46. As of the end of 2014, Craft and Briar had a committed draft line agreement, which
required Craft to pay-off Briar twice a year. (Exhibit 1)
47. Mr. McCoy hand delivered the checks to Mr. Kerins. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
48. An example that mustrales this kickback scheme is contained in three Invoices from Briar
to Craft. (Exhiblls 1,8, Testimony)
49. The first invoice from Briar to Craft, dated December 15, 2013, was for $2,860, and
indicated it was for "Marketing." (Exhibits I, 8)
50. A Check Request F01111 created by Craft indicated that a check should be issued to Briar
for $2,860 for the period of July 1 - December 13,2013. This 1'01111 signaled that it was
for "Progralmning" and specified:
i. "$300 Ipswich,
ii.
1,220 Sicrra~
iii.
100 Magic,
iv.
280 Lagunitas,
v.

vi.
vii.
viii.

120 Allaga.'lh,
80 L. Hans,
120 Pretty Things and

640 Cisco." (Exhibits 1, R)

of

M. O'Connor is the President, Treasurer, and Scerelary
Seaport Hospitality mc. Austin F.
O'Connor and Margaret O'Connor are the Directors. (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
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51. Handwritten markings state "Pat McCoy to hand deliver." A related spreudsheet
indicating retail accounts, address, brands, and "sum" was dated December 16, 2013.
(Rxhibit I, 8)
52. On December 15, 2013, Briar invoiced Craft in the amount of$2860 for "marketing" and
on December 30, 2013, Crall issued check # 012105, to Briar for the entire amount.
(Exhibits 1,8)
53. On March 24,2014, Briar invoiced Craft $10,500, tor "Marketing Suppurt Yuengling."
The invoice specified:
a. "1 MJ (Park Plaza),
b. 2 MJ (Westin), 3 Green Briar,
c. 4 Ned Devines,
d. 5 Harp,
e. 6 Lenox/Solas,
f. 7 Anthem." (Exhibits 1, 9)
54. Mr. Bcmtbld and Mr. Corthel1 explained that the March 24, 2014, invoice for "Marketing
Support Yuengling" was payment to Briar in exchange for Briar Retailers carrying
. Yuengling. This invoice was based on a fee of$1,200 or $1,500 per draft line. (Exhibit
1)
55. On April 15,2014, Craft issued check it 013458 to Briar tor $10,500. (Exhibit 1,9)
56. On July 2, 2014, Craft invoiced Briar for $4,700, indicating it was for "Marketing
Support," from January 1 - June 30, 2014, with an itemization, per licensee managed by
Briar, of beer brands and the number of unil.. sold, as well a.. an indication of a "rebate"
of $20 per keg. (Exhibit 1,7)
57. A Check Request Foml produced by Craft indicated that Craft should pay Briar $4,700
fllr "Brand Allocation" and "P. McCoy to hand deliver." Handwritten markings state
"Lagunitas Trade Spend, 459957, $570." (Exhibit 7)
58. Craft issued check # 014723 in the amount of $4,700 to Briar on July 24,2014. (Exhibits
1, 7)
The Wilcox Group, Inc. ("Wilcox")
59. The Wilcox Hospitality Group; Il''lc. 9 is the management companylO tor the tollowing § 12
on-premises licensees:
a. (a) Dot Boy, Inc. ll , d/b/a The Lower Depths;
b. (b) Montanus, Tnc. 12 , d/b/a Bukowski Tavem;
c. (c) Poe's Pub, Inc. 1.3, d/b/a Estelle's; and

t)

Gordon Wilcox is the President, Treasurer, Secretary, and a Director of the Wilcox Hospitality Group,

Inc. (Exhibit 1)
There is nothing in the Commission files approving this relationship. (Commission Files)
Seerct<.try of Commonwealth filings indicate that Gordon Wilcox is the President and a Direclor or Dot
Boy, Inc. Peter Cuplo is listed as the Treasurer and a Dlrector ofthe entity. SU7.anne Sarnowski is listed
as the Sl,;cretary ,rod a Director ofthe entity.
12 Secretaly of Commonwealth filings indicate that Gordon Wilcox ig the President, and a Director of
Montanus, Inc., Su;-.anne Sarnowski, is listed as the entity's l'rc<.tsurcr, Seerl,;t<.try, und u Director, however,
Commission flies contradict and indicate that Maureen Montanus is the President and Treasurer of
Montanus, Tnc. Commission tiles also indicate Scan Simmons is the entity's Secretary and that the
Directors of the entity are Gordon Wilcox and John A. Gardner III (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
10
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d. (d) Tip Tap Room, 1nc. '4 , d/b/a Tip Tap Room. (Exhibit 1)
60. Mr. Wilcox is the owner of eight restaurants. He previously had 20 to 35 draft lines of
Craft Brands in his licensed establishments. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
61. Mr. Wilcox also stated that in previous years Craft had offered "1 on 10 or 2 on 10"
discounts per keg. Mr. Wilcox did not like this methodology because it was problematic
Ihr accounting purposes. (Exhibit I, Testimony)
62. As a result, Mr. Wilcox spoke with Mr. McCoy regarding creating a "better" scheme.
(Exhibit 1)
63. On behalf of Craft, Mr. MeCoy offered Mr. Wilcox $1,000 per draft line tor up to 20
lines. However, Mr. Wilcox balked at the tenus and instead countered that all ofhis draft
lines (up to 35) be committed, in order tor him to agree to the terms. (Exhibit 1,
Testimony)
64. In addition, Mr. Wilcox wanted to control his drall lines and wanted 10% of sales.
(Exhibit 1, Testimony)
65. Mr. McCoy then countered and offered a $20,000 payment for 2013. When Mr. Wilcox
asked Mr. McCoy how he would receive the money, Mr. McCoy told Mr. Wilcox to
invoice Craft and label it "marketing services." (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
66. After Craft and Wilcox reached a mutually satistaetory agreement on the payoff
tenns, Wilcox invoiced Craft.
67. Aller extensive negotiallng between Craft and Gordon Wilcox regarding a proper
kickback, they agreed upon $1,000 per draft linc, tor a total of $20,000 for 20 draft Jines,
in 2013. (Exhibit 1)
68. On May 29, 2013, Craft received its first invoice from Wilcox in the amount of $10,000.
The invoice detailed "Marketing Services" fhr the periods January 1, 2013 through
March 31, 2013 and April 1, 2013 through June 30, 2013. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
69. The fIrst. invoice was issued by Wilcox on May 29, 2013, in the amount of $10,000,
indicating "Marketing ServicesH for the period of January 1, 2013, through March 31,
2013, and April 1, 2013, through June 30, 2013. Handwritten markings on the invoice
stated "Lagunitas $7,000, Magie $1,000, Trosage $1,000, Smutty $1,000." (Exhibits 1,5)
70. A Check Request Form produced by Craft indicated that a check should be issued to
Wilcox for $10,000, tbr "Marketing/Menu Support, Allocation of Brand Support Listed,"
"Magic Hat Trade Spend, $1,000.00,459943," "P. McCoy to hand deliver." (EXhibits 1,
5)

71. Cnlft issued check fI. 211001, on June 20,2013, for $10,000, to Wilcox. (Exhibits 1,5)
72. Mr. McCoy hand delivered a chcck tor $10,000.00 to Chris Sheridan at the Rattlesnake,
Bar and Grille, a Wilcox Restaurant. (Exhibit I, Testimony)
73. Mr. Wilcox identifIed Mr. Sheridan as the Rattlesnake's manager 15 and Wilcox's Beer
Manager. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
13 Sccn;lary of Commotlwealth t11ings indicate that Gordon Wilcox is tht: President, Treasurer, Secretary,
and sole Director of Poe's Pub Inc., however, Commission files contradict that and indicate that Peter J.
Culpo is the Treasuret· and a Director of Poe's Pub Inc. and that Scan Simmons is the Secretary and a
Director for the entity. (Exhibil 1, Commission Fl1es)
14 Gordon Wilcox is the President, Treasurer, Secretary, and 1.1 Direclor of Tip Tap Room, Inc. Joseph
Priscellul.md Gary McDonough arc Direclors of the entity. (Exhibit I, Commission Files)
IS Commission records indicate that John A. Gardner, III is the approved license manager for the
Rattlesnake.
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74. On November 21, 2013, Craft received its second invoice in the amount of $1 0,000 again
tor "Marketing Services" for the periods of july 1,2013, through September 31, 2013,
and Octoher 1, 2013, through December 31, 2013. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
75. The second invoice from Wilcox to Crall, dated November 21, 2013, in thc amount of
$10,000, was also for "Marketing Service:.;," this time for the period of july 1, 2013,
through September 31, 2013, and October 1, 2013, through December 31, 2013, and
stated, "Brooklyn . . . Trade Spend $1500." This invoice also had blacked out
handwritten markings. (Exhibits 1, 6)
76. Craft issued check # 011825 on December 5, 2013, for $10,000 to Wilcox. (Exhibit 1,6)
77. Mr. McCoy again hand delivered a check fbr $10,000.00 to Chris Sheridan at the
Rattlesnake, Bar and Grille. (Exhibit 'I, Testimony)
78. Early in 2014, Mr. McCoy and Mr. Wilcox had a subsequent conversation regarding the
tenus for the 2014 kickbacks. Mr. Wilcox wanted Craft to pay Wilcox 10% of the
purchase price Ihr all Craft products bought by Wilcox restaurants. (Exhibit 1)
79. Mr. McCoy estimated that Wilcox restaurants purchase approximately $600,000.00 per
year from Craft and that 10% or sal~ would be approximately $60,000.00 in 2014.
(Exhibit 1)
80. As a result, McCoy stated that Craft declined to make this agreement. (Exhibit I)
81. In 2014, Cratt wanted to pay Wilcox approximately $500 less per dran line and as a
result, the parties never reached an agreement. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
82. At one point, Lower Depths had twelve draft lines, of which five to six were for Craft
products, and Craft supplied 80% of Dot Boy bottled beer. (Exhibi tl )
83. Bukowski Tavern had six to twelve lines of its twenty tap lines for Craft products.
(Exhibit 1)

Glynn Hospitality Group ("Glynn"~
84. GlyrU1 Hospitality Groupl6 is the management company' for the following § 12 onpremises licensees:
a. (a) 955, LLC, d1h/a Dillon'sIS;
b. (b) Friar Ventures, LLC d/b/a Hurricane O'Reilly'sICJ;
e. (c) One Hundred St:vt:nty-Three Milk St., inc., d/b/a Coogan's Bluffo;
d. (d) A.T.G. Tnc., d/b/a Cleary's21;
1(, Christine M. Freeman is the President, and sole Director ofGlynn Hospitality Group. Michael T. Glynn
is listed as the entity'S Treasurer and Neil Glynn is listcd as thc Seerclary. (Exhibit 1)
I i There is nothing in the Commission files approving this relationship.
IX Neil Glynn is the Managcrof955, LtC. (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
,
19 Secretary of Cominonwealth filings indicate that Kelly G. Laurence is the Manager of Priar Ventures,
LLC, however, Commission files contradict iliat ~md indicate that Neil Glynn is the Manager of Friar
Ventures, LLC. (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
20 Secreta!'y of Commonwealth filings indicate that Christine Freeman is the President of One Hundred
Sevenly-Three Milk. St., Inc. Michael Glynn is listed as the Treasurer and a Director of the entity. Neil
Glynn is listed as the Secretary and a Director of ilie entity, which contradicts Commission files that
indicate Christine Freeman is both the President and a Director of One Hundred Seventy-Three Milk St..
Inc. Commission files also indicate that Brcnd~m Glynn is the Secretary and a Director of the entity.
Other Directors listed in the Commission files are Michael Glynn, Neil Glynn, Kelly Glynn, and Patrick
Glynn. (Exhibit I, Commissioll Files)
21 Secretary of Commonwealth filings indicate that Christine Freeman is the President and a Director of
AT.G., Inc. The Treasurer ofthe entity is Patrick Glynn and the Secretary is Anne T. Glynll. (Exhibit I)
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e. (e) The Black Rose, Inc., d/b/a The Black ROSC22 ; and
t: (t) Ill, LLC, d/b/a Brownstone23 • (Exhibit 1)
85. Craft offered Glynn $39,000 in "promotional money" to place 22 Craft Brands on
Glynn's various menus and draft lines. Over the course of the year some brand items
were swapped out for others. (Exhibits 1, 14-16)
R6. Although Mr. Glynn occasionally had contact with Mr. McCoy, Louis Luna, an
employee of Glynn., was the primary person working with Mr. McCoy. (Exhibit I,
Testimony)
87. Mr. Luna provided Mr. McCoy with blank Glynn Tnvoices, which Craft completed.
(Exhibit 1, Testimony)
88. Mr. McCoy delivered Glynn's checks to Mr, Luna at Dillon's, (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
89. A May 9, 2013 Glynn Invoice was labeled "menu support within timeframe of: January
- June 2013" with "targeted locations" of Brownstone, Clery's, Dillon's, Granary
Tavern, Sterling's, Black Rose, Coogan's, Hurricane's, and Jose McIntyre's. The invoice
indicated 1500 units at $9 pcr unit, for a total of $13,500. On May 9, 2013, Mr. Luna
approved the invoice. (Exhibits 1, 14)
90. A second invoice, dated October 24, 2013, from Glynn to Craft was labeled l)nenu
support within timeframe of: July - December 2013" with "targeted locations" of
Brownstone, Clery's, Dillon's, Granary Tavem, Sterling's, Black Rose, Coogan's,
Hurricane's, and Jose McIntyre's. The invoice indicated "1500 units" at $8 per unit, for a
totalof$I2,000. Mr. Luna approved the invoice the same day. (Exhibits 1, 15)
91. On April 2, 2014 Glynn issued a third invoicc to Craft labeled "Dft Menu Support Within
Timcframe of: 2014," with "targeted'locations" of Brownstone, Clery's, Dillon's, and
Coogan's. It indicated 1500 units at $9 per unit) for an amount of $13)500. Mr. Luna
approved the invoice that day. (Exhibits 1, 16)
92. A "Check Request Form" produced by Craft indicated that a check should be issued to
Glynn for $13,500. The foml indicated payments were for "menu support 2014," to
Dillon's, Clery's, Brownstone, and Coogan's, with the following payments: "$4,500
Lagunitas, $3,000 Oskar Blues, $1,500 Wachusett, $1,500 Cisco, $1,500 Brooklyn and
$1,500 Magic Hat." It designated "Pat McCoy to hand deliver." (Exhibits 1, 16)
Fifth Avenue Productions ("Fifth Avenue") & Rehel Restaurant Group ("Rebel")
93. Remy's Fenway Group, LLC, d/b/a Jerry Rcmy's Sports Bar & Grille ("Jerry Remy's
Fenway") has fOUT signatories listed with the Secrctary of the Commonwealth: Jerry
Remy, John O'Rourke, Larry Gamick, and John Mascia. John Mascia is the fonner
Manager ofRemy's Fenway Group, LLC. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
94. Fifth Avenue24 is the marketing company for Jerry Remy's Fenway. Fifth Avenue has no
employees and generates no payroll. It is not, and has never been, a corporation or LLC
registered with the Secretary ofthe Commonwealth of Massachusetts. (Exhibit I)
22 Secretary of Commonwealt}) tilingR indicate that Christine Freeman is the President, Treasurcr, .wd a
DireetQr of The Black Rose Inc. Anne T. Glynn is the Secretary lor the entity however Commission files
contradict and indicate that she is also a Director of The Black Rose Inc. ulong with Philip Sweeney.
(Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
2:\ Michael T. Glynn is the Manager of Ill, LLC. (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
24 John Mascia chlims to be the sole officer of Fifth Avenue and that the function of Fifth Avenue is
restaurant consulting, marketing, and startup operations of restaurants. (Exhibit 1)
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95. Mr. Mascia is Mr. McCoy's contact at Jerry Remy's Fenway. Mr. Mascia initiated an
agreement where Craft would pay Fifth Avenue $10,000 for draft "brand placement" at
Jerry Remy's. (Exhibit 1)
96. Craft has paid Fifth Avenue approximately $2,000 per draft brand, per year, for four draft
lines for an equivalent value of $8,000 per year. (Exhibit 1)
97. On September 10,2013, Fifth Avenue issued an invoice to Craft, tor $10,000, labeled
"Jerry Remis (Boylston St.) Marketing Serviee 2013, menu programming tor 2013
Baseball Season. Brooklyn (2), Cisco, Wachusett, Pretty Things." (Exhibits 1, 10)
98. The $10,000 payment was in exchange for Jerry Remy's keeping in place existing emft
draft lines. 25 (Exhibits 1, 10)
99. A "Check Request Fonn" produced by Craft indicates that a check should be issued for
$10,000 to Fifth Avenue, further indicating the following: "$500.00 Brooklyn Sorachi
Ace, $500.00 Ommegang, $3,000.00 Cisco Grey Lady, $3,000 Brooklyn Lager, $2,500
Wachusett Green Monstah, $250.00 Pretty Things, $250.00 Weihenstephaner, Menu
programming 2013." It also indicated, '·plz mail directly to vendor." (Exhibits 1, 10)
100.
On September 19,2013, Craft issued check it 010776 in the amount of$lO,OOO to
Fifth Avenue. (Exhibits 1, 10)
101.
Remy's Management, LLC, d/b/a Jerry Remy's on Seaport Boulevard in Boston
("Jerry Remy's Seaport") has the same ihur signatories as Jerry Remy's Fcnway.
(Exhibit 1)
102. Rebel is the marketing company for Jerry Remy's Seaport. 26
103. An invoice dated July 8, 2013, for $2,680 from Rebel to Craft was issued tor "Jerry
Remy's Seaport: MarketinglMenu Support January 2013 to June 2013." (Exhibits 1, 11)
104.A Cheek Request Form produced by Craft denoted that a check should be issued to Rebel
for $2,680 for the first half of 2013 "programming." It further indicated; (1$1;040.00
Wachusett, $700.00 Cisco, $660.00 Sierra, $140.00 Brooklyn and $140.00 Smuttynose"
and UPat McCoy to hand deliver." (Exhibits 1, 11)
105. A related spreadsheet indicated that Jerry Remy's should receive a rebate of $20 per unit
of Craft beer as listed on the July 8, 2013, invoice. (Exhibits 1, 11)
100. Craft issued check # 211443, dated July 18, 2013, fi)r $2,680 to Rebel. (Exhibits I, 11)
107.An invoice issued from Rebel to Craft on December 17, 2013, tor "Jerry Rcmy's Seaport:
MarketinglMenu Support from July 1,2013 to December 16, 20B." (Exhibits 1, 12)
108.A Check Request .Form produced by Craft indicated that a check should be issued to
Rebel for $2,660 for July to December 161h , 2013, "programming." 1t also indicated
"$1,060.00 Waehusctt, $760.00 Cisco, $420.00 Sierra, $220.00 Brooklyn and $200.00
Smuttynose." Special instructions included, "Pat McCoy to hand deliver." (Exhibits 1,

12)
Mascia initially told investiga tors that the $10,000 was to pay servers to pass out flyers during baseball
games and for marketing support, and he d\..-nicd it was for dedicated draft 1ines. When Chief Investigator
Mahony informed Mascia that Craft representatives had infonned them that the $10,000 was paid in
return for existing draft lines to remain in place, Mascia stated that the agreement may have been for draft
lines to stay, but did not recall. (Exhibit 1)
26 Neither the exhibits nor testimony presented at the hearing indicate who owns Rebel. The Commission
makes the reasonable inference that Rebel is the marketing company tor Jerry Remy's Seaport based on
the invoices introduced as exhibits at the hearing and based on their handling of Jerry Remy's Seaport's
beer orders. which are nearly identical to the 'other marketing companies in this matter.
.
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109.A spreadsheet dated December 17, 2013, indicated that Jerry Remy's received a $20
rebate per unit sold. (Exhibits 1, 12)
110.Craft issued eheek # 012085, dated December 30, 2013, in the amount of $2,660 to
Rebel. (Exhibits 1, 12)
111.A final invoice, dated July 2, 2014, was issued by Rebel to Craft in the amount of $3,080
for "Jerry Rcmy's Seaport: MarketinglMenu Support from January 1, 2014, to June 30,
2Q14." (Exhibits 1, 13)
112.A Check Request Fonn produced by Craft indicated that the check should be issued to
Rebel for $3,080 with the following specifications: H$1840 Wachusett Contribution,
$760.00 Cisco Contribution, $280.00 Sierra Contribution and $200.00 Brooklyn
Contribution." (Exhibits 1, 13)
113. Craft issued check # 014637 tt)! $3,080,00 to Rebel on July 17, 2014. (Exhibit 13)

Lyons Group ("Lyons")
114.
Lyons Group, LTD2\ is the management companls for the following § 12 onpremises licensees:
a. Game On Fenway, LLC d/b/a Game On;
b. Food for Thought Dining, LLC d/b/a Mass Ave. Tavern;
c. Lucky's Airport, LLC d/b/a Lucky's;
d. Hynes Fine Dining, LLC d/b/a Towne Stove & Spirits;
e. BB Social Club, LLC d/b/a Back Bay Social Club;
£ Congress Fine Dining, LLC d/b/a Lucky's;
g. Game On Airport, LLC d/b/a Game On Sports Cafe;
h. Bleacher Bar, LLC d/b/a Bleacher Bar 9;
i. Kings Bowl of Dedham, LLC d/b/a Kings 30 ;
j. Ipswich Entertainment, Inc.3 ! d/b/a La Verdad;
k. Newbury Fine Dining Limited Partnership32 d/b/a Sonsie; and
1. Concorde Entertainment, Inc. d/b/a Lansdowne PublBiIl's Bar. 33 (Exhibit 1)
Patrick Lyons is the President and a Director of Lyons Group, LTD. Edward Sparks is the Treasurer,
Secretary, and a Director of the entity. (Exhibit 1)
28 There is nothing in the Commission files approving this relationship. (Commission Files)
2'1 Edward Sparks and Patrick Lyons arc the Managers of Game On Fenway, LLC, Food for Thought
Dining, LLC, Lucky's Airport, LI.C, Hynes fine Dining, LLC, BB Social Club LtC, Congress Fine
Dining, LLC, Game on Airport, LLC, and Bleacher Bar, LLC. Westfield Concession Management, Inc.
has an approved management agreement with Lucky's Airport, LLC and Game on Airport, LLC (Exhibit
1 COmnllssion Files)
~J Secretary of Commonwealth tHings indicate that Edward Sparks, Patrick Lyons, and LLC Management
Company, Inc. are the Managers of Kings Bowl of Dedham, LLC, however, Commission files contradict
that and indicate that I.I.C Management Company, Inc. is not a Manager of the entity. (Exhibit 1,
Commission Files)
.
:lJ Secretary of Commonwealth filings indicate that Patrick Lyons is the President and a Director of
Ipswich Entertainment .inc. Edward Sparks is listed as the entity's Treasurer, Secretary, and a Director.
(Exhibit 1) However, Commission files contradict that and indicate that Lyons is the President and a
Director of Ipswich Entertainment, Edward Sparks is the Treasurer and a Director, Edward J. Latessa is
the Secretary/Clerk and a Director, and Seth Greenberg is a Director. (Commission Files)
32 Commission files indicate that the partners listed for Newbury Fine Dining Limited Partnership are
Newbury Fint: Dining, Inc. and Edward Sparks. (Commission Files)
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115. On Nnvemhtrr 18,2014 at approximately 12:45 p.m., Investigators Wilichoski and Velez
interviewed Edward Sparks and Lyons Vice President of Operations Steven Coyle.
(Exhibit t, Tegtimony)
116.Patrick 1'. Lyons is the president and director of Lyons and Bank On It, and Edward J.
Sparks is the treasurer and secretary of Lyons and Bank On It. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
117. Bank On It, LLC is the marketing and promotional company tor Lyons. It conducts
promotion, adverti~ing, marketing, and media buys. Bank On It has no employees and no
payroll. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
118. Steven Coyle, Vice President of Operations for Lyons or an admi..nistrative assistant from
Lyons issued all the invoices from Bank On It to Craft. (Exhibit 1)
119.Mr. McCoy is Mr. Coyle's contact at Craft. At some point in 2013, Craft thought Mr.
MCCoy offered a $20 rebate program per keg in exchange for Lyons placing Lagunitas,
Smuttynosc, Wachusctt, Cisco, and Magic Hat (as a combination) ("Other Products") in
Lyons restaurants. Mr. McCoy advised Mr. Coyle to invoice Craft tor menu
development or menu placement. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
120. Lyons has not been offered rebates by any other wholesaler. (Exhibit 1, Testiml.my)
121. Craft also entered into a separate agreement with Bank On It for Yuengling products.
Mr. McCoy went to Mr. Coyle's office and met with him multiple times before
Yuengling came into Massachusetts. Mr. McCoy told Mr. Coyle that he wanted Lyons to
carry Yuengling and place Yuengling products in Lyons restaurants. Craft gave Lyons a
rebate tor selling kcgs ofYucngling (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
122. On April 28, 2013, Bank On It invoiced Cratl: tor Yuengling products in the amount of
$12,000.00. Invoice number 391 indicates that the invoice was for Yuengling Support"
with "Entertainment and Menu Support" lhr "Lansdowne Pub, Gmne On (Kemnore),
Game On (Airport), Ma.o;;s Ave. Taven1, Bleacher Bar, Kings, Back Bay Social Club, La
Verdad (new location), Bill's Bar, Lucky's (Airport) and LUCky's (S. Boston)." The
$t 2,000 was paid to have the Craft: hrand Yuengling placed in Lyons restaurants. Twelve
Lyon!) restaurants carry Yuengling, f()r $1,000 per dratt (Exhibits 1, 3)
123. Craft issued check # 013688 in the amount of $12,000 to Bank On It 011 May 1,2014.
(Exhibits 1, 3)
124. Bank On It issued its first i.nvoice based on this arrangement lor the Other Products to
Cratl: on June 10, 2013, for $7,000. The invoice, number 436, indicated that it was for
"Menu Development & Support" mId further indicated that it wa.o;; lbr Game On, Mass.
Avenue Tavern, Sonsic, Towne Stove & Spirits, Back Bay Social Club, and Lansdowne
.
Pub. (Exhihits 1, 2, Testimony)
125.A Check Reque!)t Form from Crall noted that a check should be issued to Bank On It lhr
$7,000. It indicated $5,500 for "Magic Hal participation menu," $1,000 for "Lagunitas
participation menu," and $500 for "Cisco participation menu." MCCoy was to hand
deliver the check. (Exhibits 1, 2)
126.Craft issued check # 210971 in the amount of $7,000 to Bank On It 011 June 26, 2013.
(Exhibits 1, 2)

JJ Secretary of Commonwealth filings indicate that Patrick Lyons is the President und a Director of
Concorde Entertainment, Inc. Edward Sparks is listed as the entity's Treasurer, Secretary, and a Director,
however, Commission files contradict that and indicate that John Lyons is the Sccrct<uy of Concorde
Entcrtuinmcnt, Inc. (Exhibit 1, Commission Files)
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l27.A third invoice was dated July 3,2014, for $3,345. The invoice indicated that it was for
January to June 2014, for "BBL Rebate Program - Menu Support." This invoice was for
Craft. paying Lyons a fec of $15 per barrel of beer sold in Lyons restaurants. The brands
placed included Lagunitas, Smuttynosc, Wachusctt, Cisco, and Magic Hat. Coyle would
then bill Craft either quarterly or every six months. (Exhibits 1, 4)
128. A Check Requc~t Fonn was produced by Craft, noting that a check ~hould be is~ucd to
Bank On It tbr $3,345, as well.as an indication it was for "Brand Allocation is listed on
attached documenf' and "Lagunitas Trade Spend . . . $870," and had handwritten
marking indicating "P. McCoy to hand deliver." (Exhibits 1,4)
129.A spreadsheet produced by Craft indicated a total of223 units ofbeer, each multiplied by
$15, for a total of$3,345. (E~hibits 1,4)
130.Craft issued check If 014527 in the amount of $3,345 to Bank On It on July 10, 2014.
(Exhibits 1,4)
131. None of these "rebates" were offered to any other retailers. (Exhibit 1, Testimony)
DISCUSSION
The Licensee has admitted. to the facts introduced at the hearing and in the Investigator's Report,
Exhibit 1. However, it argue~ that its conduct does not violate M.G.L. c. 138, § 25A, or 204
C.M.R. 2.08. The Commission ha"l considered each allegation against the Licensee and each
defense the Licensee raises. Aller a thorough review, the Commission finds that there is
suffil.:ient evidence that the Licensee violated both M.G.L. c. 138, § 25A; and 204 C.M.R. 2.08.
VIOLATION OF M.G.L. C. 138, § 25A
The Licensee has been charged with a violation or M.G.L. c. 138, § 25A ("§ 25A"). While it
does not dispute that it was offering rebates or discounts, the Licensee challenges that § 25A no
longer prohibits wholesalers from granting discounts, rebates, free goods, allowances, or other
inducements because certain portions of § 25A have been either repealed or invalidated by case
law.
From 1946 to 1970, § 25A read as follows:
Section 25A. No licensee authorized under this chapter to sell alcoholic beverages
to wholesalers or retailers shall(a) Discriminate, directly or indirectly, in price, in discounts lhr time of
payment or in discounts on quantity or merchandise sold, hetween one
wholesaler and another wholesaler, or between one retailer and another
retailer purchasing alcoholic beverages bearing the same brand or trade
name and of like age and quality;
(h) Grant; directly or indirectly, any discount, rebate, free goods, allowance or
other inducement, exeept a discount not in excess of two per centum tbr
quantity of alcoholic beverages cXCt,1't wines, or a discount not in excess
of five per centum ll)r quantity of wines.
The Legislature repealed subsection (h) in its entirety in 1970. A year later, in 1971, the
Legislature amended § 25A to read as Ihllows:
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Section 25A. No licensee authorized under this chapter to scll alcoholic beverages
to wholesalers or retailers shall(a) Discriminate, directly or indirectly, in price, in discounts for time of
payment or in discounts on quantity or merchandise sold, betwcen one
wholesaler and another wholesaler, or between one retailer and another
retailer purchasing alcoholic bcverages hearing the same brand or trade
name and oflike age and quality;
[There is no clause (b).]

All priec lists or price quotations made to a licensee by a wholesaler shall remain
in effect tbr at least thirty days after the establishment or such price list or
quotation. Any sale by a wholesaler of any alcoholic beverages at prices lower
than the price reflected in such price list or quotation within such thilty day period
shall constitute pricc discrimination under this section.
In 1998, the U.S. District Court for Massachusetts held that the 1971 addition to § 25A, the socalled "post and hold" clause, as wcll as relatoo regulations 204 CMR 6.01-6.07 were in
violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act and were invalidated. Canterbury Liquorti & Pantry v.
Sullivan, 16 F. Supp. 2d 41 (1998); Canterbury Liquors & Pantry v. Sullivan, 999 F. Supp. 144
(1998); Whitehall Co. Ltd. v. Merrimack Valley Distrib., 56 Mass. App. Ct. 853, n. 3 (2002).
Accordingly, all that legally remains of § 25A is the following language:
Section 25A. No licensec authorized under this chapter to sell alcoholic bever4gel.i to
wholesalers or retailcrs shall (a) Discriminate, directly or indirectly, in price, in discounts fhr time of
payment or in discounl.;; on quantity or merchandise sold, hetween one
wholesalcr and another wholesaler, or bctwcen one retailer and another
retailer purchasing alcoholic beverages bcaring the same brand or trade
name and orIike age and qualityL.j
M.G.L. c. 138, § 25A.
With that legislative background in mind, the issue befbre the Commission is whcther the
Licensee violated the current version of § 25A. "The subject of s. 25A is discrimination ...."
Van Munching Co.. Inc. v. Alcoholic Beverages Control Comm'n 41 Mass. App. Ct. 308, 310
(1996). The Licensee was not charged with having a rebate program. If it had been, this would
not have been a proper charge. See id. (§ 25A 4'does not address thc legality of diseounl.;; bused
on sales between a wholesaler and a retailer") citing Q.ellarmaster Wines or Mass., Inc. v.
Alcoholic Beverages Control Comm 'n, 27 Mass. App. Ct. 25, 27-28 (1989). Intitead, the
Licensee has been charged with a violation of § 25A for discrimination in two different fonus:
(1) not offering its rebates to all retai11icensees; and (2) to the retaillicensees who did get these
rebates, they wcrc not all offered the same rebatc. The Licensee has admitted to these two facts,
but argues they are not contemplated under § 25A as it reads today.
"From its inception . . . § 25A has been fim1ly tethered to the goal of protecting the public
through the strict regulation of the distribution and sale of alcoholic beverages ...." Miller
Brewing Co. v. Alcoholic Beveragel.i Control Comm'u, 56 Mass. App. Ct. 801, 807 (2002).
Indeed, in enacting § 25A in 1946, the Legislature stated its intended goals:
17
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Whereas, the practice of manufacturers and wholesalers in granting discounts,
rebates, allowances, tree goods and other inducements to favored licensces
contributes to a disorderly distribution of alcoholic beverages~ and
Whereas, the dcfelTed operation of this act would delay the proper regulation
thereunder of the alcoholic beverage industry and be contrary to the interests of
temperancc, theretore this act is hercby declared to be an emergency law
necessary tilr the immediate preservation of the public convenience.
1946 Mass. Acts c. 304. "Given the articulated purpose of eliminating diftercntial treatment of
'favored licensees,' § 25A can reasonably be construed as prohibiting even minor discrepancies
in prices" offered by wholesalers to their retail clients. MHler, 56 Mass. App. Ct. at 807. And as
the Appeals Court has previously held, the definition of "price" should not be construed
narrowly, but rather includes all forms of financial benefits. See, e.g., id. at 806 ("'filt is
virtually self~evident that extending interest-free credit for a period of time is equivalent to
giving a discount equal to thc value of the use of the purchase price for that period of time.
Thus, eredit tenns must bc characterized as an inseparable part ofthe price"'), quoting Catalano.
Inc. v. Target Sales, Inc., 446 U.S. 643,648 (1980). Undoubtedly, a rebate is an inseparable part
of the price the retail licensees were paying to the Licensee, as it ultimately reduces the price of
b~r purchased by retail licensees Irom the wholesaler. Theretore, any issue of discrimination in
the offering of, or implementation of: rebate programs falls under the purview of § 25A.
The Licen:;ee admittedly of1ered rebates to retalllicensees in the Briar Group, the Wilcox Group,
Glynn Hospitality Group, the Lyons Group, and two Jerry Remy's licensed establishments. No
other retail licensees were offered this rebate that ellectivcly reduced thc cost of beer purchased
from tile Licensee by these retail licensees. But even to certain rctaillieensecs that accepted the
rebates, they were not offered the same rate: while Briar ('troup Heensccs and Jerry Remy's
Seaport received $20 per keg rebate, Lyons Group licensees only received $15 per keg rebate.
While Wilcox Group licensces received $1,000 per draft line; Glynn licensees received $1,500
per dratl line; and Jerry Rcmy's Fcnway received $2,000 per draft line. These rebates clearly
benefitted "lavored licensees," by oftering thcm monetary rebates on their purchases from the
Licensee. Then, to those selected favored lieensces, the Licensee offered different rebate
amounts, constituting discrepancies in the final price and therefore price discrimination.
Accordingly, the Commission is convinced that the Licensee violated M.G.L e. 138, § 25A.
VIOLATION OF 204 C.M.R. 2.08
The Liccnsee contends that because subsection (b) of M.G.L. c. 138, § 25A, was repealed in
1970, 204 C.M.R. 2.08 must necessarily be invalidated because the Commission's legislative
authority to issue regulations regarding inducements was repealed wiLh the repeal of subsection
(b). The Commission is confident that 204 C.M.H.. 2.08 is a valid regulation and that the
Licensee did violaLe it.
When a Licensee seeks to facially challenge the validity of a Commission regulation, the
Licensee bears the burden to prove to the Commission that the regulation is invalid. Entergy
Nqclcar Generation Co. v. Dept. of Envirorunental Protection, 459 Ma~s. 319, 329 (201 I); Mass.
federation of Teachers v. Dept. of Education, 436 Mass. 763, 771 (2002). In doing so, the
Licensee must overcome the strong presumption that the regulation at issue is valid.
Commonwealth v. Maker, 459 Mass. 46, 49-50 (2011); Doe, Sex Otl'Ctlder Registry Bd. No.
18
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3844 v. Sex Offender Registry Bel., 447 Mass. 768, 775 (2006); Supreme Malt Products Co. v.
Alcoholic Beverages Control Comm'n, 334 Mass. 59, 61-62 (1956).
When: an administrative agency is vested with broad aulhority 10 efTectuate the purposes of an
act '''the validity of a regulation promulgated thereunder will be sustained so long as it is
"reasonably related to thc purposes of the enabling legislation.''''' Levy v. Bd. of Registration
and Discipline in Medicine, 378 Mass. 519, 524 (1979), quoting Consolidated Cigar Corp. v.
Dept. of Public Health, 372 Ma-;s. 844 (1977). It has long been understood and undisputed that
the Commission's regulatory authority is broad and comprehcnsivc. Scc BAA Massachusetts,
Inc. v. Alcoholic Bevemges Control Comm'n, 49 Mass. App. Ct. 839, 842 (2000) ("Regulation
ofthe liquor industry in Massachusetts is comprehensive and perva..;:ive. The powers of the States
in dealing with the regulation of the sale of intoxicating liquors are very broad"), quotations
omittcd; see also, e.g., Connolly v. Alcoholic Beverages Control Comm'n., 334 Mass. 613
(1956); Johnson v. Martignetti, 374 Mass. 784, 793 (1978). This broad regulatory authority is
tllund not only in specific statutes, but also by reading M.G.L. c. 138 as a whole. Johnson v.
Martignetti, 374 Mass. 784, 789 (1978) (mw,t read M.G.L c. 138 a.~ a whole); Cleary v.
Cardullo's, Inc., 347 Mas~. 337, 349 (1964) (same).
An analysis of thc validity of 204 C.M.R. 2.08 must hegin with its legislative history. Prior to
1970 the Commission had issucd its own set of regulatl0ns, inc1udlng RegUlation 47, regardlng
inducements:

No licensee shall give or permit to be given money or any other thing of
suhstantial value in any ellbrt to induce any person to persuadc or intlucnce any
other person to purcha~e, or contract Ibr the purchase of any particular brand or
kind or alcoholic heverages, or 10 persuade or inlluence any person to refrain from
purehaslng, or contracting lor the purcha..;:e of any partiCUlar brand or kind of
alcoholic beverages.
As discussed supra, § 25A(b), which addressed inducements, was repealed by the Legislature in
1970. Eight years later, in 1978, the Commission promulgated 204 C.M.R. 2.08 - the regulation
at issue -- whieh bears the same language as prior Regulation 47.
Although § 25A(b) was repealed, the promulgation of 2.04 C.M.R. 2.08 was not an ultra vires
exercise of the Commission's regulatory power, and nothing that the Licensee argu!::s contradicts
this conclusion.
It is unreasonable to assume that the Commission promulgated its 1978 regulation based on a
statute repealed eight years earlier. Instead, the only logical conclusion is that the Commission
did not promulgate tlus regulation under § 25A(b), but rather relied on the broad regulatory
authority granted by M.G.L. e. 138, § 24, to promulgate regulations "for clarifying, carrying out,
enlhreing and preventing violation of ... rthel method of earrying on the business or any
licem.it:e, ... fiJr the pmp!::r and orderly conduct of the licensed business ...." M.G.L. 138, §
24. This conclusion is supportoo by the fact thal many other parts of the Commission's
regulations were promulgated under M.G.L. c. 138, § 24. This includes 204 C.M.R. 2.05(5),
which was promulgated under § 24 because it "[r]egulates activities on licensed premises ...."
Ma.~sachusetts Office of the Secretary of State, "Regulation FHing" (June 19, 1992 and
December 19, 1992), 204 C.M.R. 10, and 204 C.M.R. 19.03(2), 19.04(1), & 19.04(2).
Ma'isachusetts Office of the S!::LTetary of State, "Regulation Filing" (June 19, 1992). The

c.
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Commission's reliance on § 24 for the pussage of other Commission regulations feflects a logic
that would continue with the passage of204 C.M.R. 2.08.
Furthennore, while the language of M.G.L. c. 138~ § 24~ is broad, and docs not use words
specifically as to inducements, '''an agency's powers 'are shaped by its organic statute taken as a
whole and need not necessarily be traced to specific words.'" Mass. Federation of Teachers v.
Bd. of Education, 436 Mass. 763, 773 (2002), quoting Purity SU.Rreme, Inc. v. Attorney General,
380 Mass. 762~ 770 (1980); accord Grocery Mtrs. of Am., Inc. v. Dept. of Public Health, 379
Mass. 70, 75 (1979) (authority for regulation need not be pinpointed to specific statutory
authority). The Commission here looked to its indi&'Putably broad powers to promulgate a
regulation addressing the "method of carrying on the business of any licensee," M.G.L. c. 138~ §
24. The Commission's power to promulgate the regulation is also consistent with the purpose of
the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission, which is the "general supervision of the conduct
of the business of manufacturing, importing, exporting, storing, transporting and selling
alcoholic beverages," M.G.L. c. 1O,,§ 71, and with the intent of Chapter 138~ which is "to serve
the public nced and ... to protect the common good.~' New Palm Gardens, Inc. v. Alcoholic
Beverages Control Comm'n, 11 Mass. App. Ct. 7S5, 788 (1981), guoting M.G.L. c. 138~ § 23.
Likewi~e~ the Commission seeks to "promotc temperance, . . . to stabilize the package store
business, to avoid price wars and cut throat competition, ... .inStill more observance for the law
in those engaged in the business and ... better protect the public ...." See Supreme Malt
Products Co.. Inc. v. Alcoholic Beverages Control Comm'n, 334 Mass. 59,62 (1956); accord
Kneeland Liquor, Inc. v. Alcoholic Beverages Control Cornm'n, 345 Mass. 228, 233 (1962).
204 C.M.R. 2.08 relates to the conduct of a business in handling and selling alcoholic beverages,
and it wus unquestionably written to "avoid price wars and cut throat competition," Supreme
Malt Products Co., 334 Mass. at 62. Without it, a wholesaler could otherwise brihe or otherwise
unfairly influence a retailer to carry one pr()duct to the exclusion of another, which could result
in a manipulation of the market by powerful wholesalers and distributors, hurting smaller
husinesses and resulting ultimately in a deterioration of the three-tier system. Heublein Inc. v.
Capital Distrib. Co. 434 Mass. 69S (2001)~ Pastene v. Alcoholic Beveragcs Control Comm'n,
401 Mass. 612 (1988).
Several regulations have arisen from § 24 that necessarily renect thc broadness of its scope and
support the conclusion that 204 C.M.R. 2.08 was validly promulgated under § 24. See 204
C.M.R. 2.05(5), 10, 19.03(2), 19.04( I), 19.04(2)~ Universal Machine Co. v. Alcoholic Beverages
Control Comm,n, 301 Mass. 40 (1938) (regulation regarding cleaning of bar glasses properly
promulgated under M.O.I-. c. 138 l § 24, because it addressed the conduct of the business in
sclling alcoholic beverages). Based on the toregoing analysis, the Commission is convinced that
204 C.M.R. 2.08 is a valid regulation promUlgated under the Commission's broad regulatory
authority pursuant to § 24.
Returning to the charge against the Licensee, 204 C.M.R. 2.08 prohibits a Licensee from giving
or permitting to be given money or something of substantial value in an effort to induce any
persoll to: (1) persuade or influence any other person to purchase or contract for the purchase or
any palticular brand or kind of akohol l or (2) persuade or influence any person to refrain from
purchasing or contracting for the purchase of any particular brand or kind of alcohol. The
Commission's interpretation of its own regulations is entitled to substantial deference.
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eVineyard Retail Sales- Massachusetts. Inc. v. Alcoholic Beverages Control Comm'!!, 450 Mass.
825, 826 (2008).
The Licensee admits that it provided money to its employees fbr them to distribute to retail
licensees in order to induce the retail licensees to sell certain brands of beers that the Licensee
sold, sometimes directly to the retailliecnsees. 34 However, the Licensee maintains it did not
violate this regulation because three parties must be involved in the inducement. No matter how
one looks at it, three parties nccessarily were involved in these inducements. By giving money
to an employee (McCoy, in many cases) for usc in inducing a retail licensee to carry Craft
brands, there were three parties: the Licensee, the Licensee's employee providing the money, and
the retaillicenscc. 35 Where a marketing company wa-l engaged in the transaction, there were
also thrcc parties: the Licensee, the marketing company, and the retail licensee. The Licensee
also admitted at the hearing that the alcohol supplier would routinely reimburse the Licensee,
either in whole or in part, for these inducements, which would also necessarily involve three
parties: the supplier, the Licensee, and the retail licensee. Theretore, no matter how the facts
behind this charge are read, and to the extent that thrce parties are required to be part of this
transaction, there were three parties involvcd. Accordingly, the Licensee violated 204 C.M.R.
2.08.
The regulation is not void f(Jr vagueness.

The Licensee also contends that even if it did violate 204 C.M.R. 2.08, the regulation is so vague
that the Licensee was unaware that it was violating the regulation. "The vagueness doctrine is a
function of due process, which requires that a law provide fair notice of what it prohibits or
requires so that persons of common intelligence may confonn their conduct to the law."
Schoeller v. Board of Registration of Funeral Directors and Embalmers, '463 Mass. 605, 611
(2012). "A law is void tor vagueness ifpersons 'ofcommon intelligence must necessarily guess
at its meaning and ditl'er as to its application.' ,~ Caswell v. Licensing Comm'n tor Brockton, 387
Mass. 864~ 873 (1983)~ quoting Connally v. General Constr. Co., 269 U.S. 385, 391 (1926). 204
C.M.R. 2.08 is not unconstitutionally vague.
"[L]aws which merely regulate business activities need not contain criteria as precise and
definite as laws which affect First Amendment freedoms.... Similarly, statutes that do not
define or relate to criminal conduct need not be drawn as precisely as statutes that touch upon
criminal acts.... [It] neither First Amendment freedoms nor criminal conduct are concerned ...
we limit our vagueness analysis to whether [the statute or regulation] is unconstitutiona1.1y vague
as applied in [the partiCUlar] case...." Caswell, 387 Mass. at 873; Gum v. Ed. of Public
Accountancy, 394 Mass. 118, 127 (1985); Aristocratic Restaurant of Mass, Inc. v. Alcoholic
Beverages Control Comm'n, 374 Mass. 547, 552 (1978). "[It] the statute merely regulates
business activity ... we need not consider whether the statute might be unconstitutionally vague
in other circumstances." LaPointe v. License Bd. of Worcester, 389 Mass. 454,460-461 (1983).
A finding of a violation of a license issued to a licensee under M.G.L. c. 138 is not penal or
criminal in nature. Such a violation is not designed to punish the licensee, but rather to protect
The Liccnsee concedes that money was exchanged, and not something else of substantial value, so the
of what is something of substantial value is left for another day.
3 Of course, more than one employee for botJl the Licensee and rcluillicensee could be involved in this
transaction.
34

~uestion
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the public health, welfare, and safety. See. e.g., Q!m:x, 394 Mass. at 127 (revocation of
physician's license not penal ()f criminal in nature); Deluty v. Comm'r of Ins., 7 Mass. App. Cr.
88, 91 (1979) (revocation of insurance broker's license not criminal proceeding).
The Licensee raises no First Amendment challenges to 204 C.M.R. 2.08, nor is it a penal or
criminal regulation; therefbre, the only question is whether 204 C.M.R. 2.08 is unconstitutionally
vague as applied to the Licensee. And the answer is apparent: no, it is not unconstitutionally
vague. The Commission ea.nnot ignore the facts to which the Licensee has admitted, which in
and of themselves prove the regulation was not vague as applied to the Licensee. Management
at Craft, Bemfeld and Corthell, both admitted to Investigators that they were aware that
providing these kickbacks was illegal under 204 C.M.R. 2.08. (Exhibit 1). The Licensee would
instruct its retaillicensecs to bill Craft for the kickbacks (either per keg or per draft line) using
generic terms such as "Marketing," "Menu Support," and "Programming," tcnns which Craft
admits were interchangeable because they all meant the same thing - "kickbacks." (Exhibit 1).
Sometimes Crall would go so far as to create the invoices for the retail licensces themselves.
Not only that, but Craft worked with several sham marketing companies set up by retail licensees
- companies that had no employees or payroll -- with the sole purpose of Crail paying kickbacks
while evading being caught in violation of 204 C.M.R. 2.08. This obvious knowledge on the
part of the Licensee alone must result in a r~ieclion orthe Licensee's notice argument as it was
clearly not vague as applied to the Licensee as it admitted that it knew its conduct was unlawful
under 204 C.M.R. 2.08.
The regulation is not heing selectively en{hrced.

Finally, while the Commission has not charged a violation 01'204 C.M.R. 2.08 in recent memory,
that fact in no way diminishes the validity of the regulation. "The validity or eftect of an
ordinance docs not depend on the lack of success of enfhrcement or the diligence or city
officials." Brockton Police Ass'n v. City of BrocktOIl, 57 Mass. App. Ct. 671,674 (2003), citing
Doris v, Police Comm'r. of Boston, 374 Mass. 443, 449 (1978). While there is nothing to
indicate that the investigative Division has neglected to routinely enforce 204 CoM.R. 2.08,
"ltjhe right of the public to have the liquor laws properly administered cannot be forteited by the
action of its otIteials." New City Hotel Co. v. Alcoholic Beverages Control Comm'n, 347 Mass.
539,542 (1964). "It would indeed be a most serious consequence if we were to conclude that the
inattention or inactivity of goVetl1ment otlicials could rendffi" a statute unenlhrceable and thus
deprive the public of the benefits or protections bestowed by the [regulation]." Doris, 374 Mass.
at 449. Therefhre, while Craft is the first licensee to be charged under 204 C.M.R. 2.08 in some
time, that is irrelevant to the question of whether the Licensee violated the regulation. And it
did.
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CONCLUSION
Although this Licensee has nu prior violations of Chapter 138 or Commission regulations, the
Cummission fmds that the Licensee engaged in a pervasive illegal enterprise involving numerous
retailers and corporations that sputmed at least tlve years, spending approximately $120,000 to
pay kickbacks to § 12 retail licensees throughout the Boston area, and went to great lengths to
hide its knowingly unlawful conduct. The legislature, in enacting M.G.L. c. 138, § 25A, ~md the
Commission, in promulgating 204 C.M.R. 2.08, intended to protect the public and promote
fairness in the sale and distribution of alcoholic beverages in Massachusetts by preventing
powerful wholesalers and distributors from being able to inequitably manipulate the alcoholic
beverages market in Massachusetts. The Licensee's actions undem1ine this fundamental purpose
of the statutory and regulatory scheme, and impede thl;l fair market in the alcoholic beverages
industry.
Based on the evidence, the Commission finds the Licensee violatcd:
1) 204 CMR 2.08: No licensee shall give or petmit to be given money or any other
thing of substantial value in any effort to induce any person to persuade or
influence any other person to purchase, or contract for the purchase or any
particular brand or kind of alcuholic beverages, or to persuade or inllucnct: any
peI":"on to refrain from purchasing, or contracting for the purchase of any
particular brand or kind of alcoholic beverages.
2) M.G.L. C. 13~, §25A: No licensee authorized under tlus chapter to sell alcoholic
beverages to wholesalers or retailers shall: Discrinunate, directly or indirectly, in
price, in discounts tilr time of payment, or in discounts on quantity or
merchandise sold, between one wholesaler and another wholesaler, or between
one retailer and another retailer purchasing alcoholic beverages bearing the same
brand or trade namc of like age and quality.

On the first violation~ 204 C.M.R. 2.08, the Commission suspends the license for fIfteen (15)
months, with ninety (90) days to be served and the balance of 12 months held in abeyance
for two years provided no further violations of Chapter 138 or Commission RegUlations
occur.
On the second violation, M.GJ•• C. 138, § 25A, the Commission suspends the license for
iIfteen (15) months with ninety (90) days to be served and the balance of 12 months held in
abeyance for two years provided no further violations of Chapter 138 or Commission
Regulations occur. This suspension is to run concurrently with the penalty imposed for 204
C.M.R. 2.08.
In total the Commission suspends the license for a period of ninety (90) days to be served,
and the balance of 12 months to be held in aheyance for a period of two (2) years, provided
no further violations of Chapter 138 or Commission Regulations occur.
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The members of the alcoholic beverages industry in Massachusetts arc hereby admonished that
11: li)f any reason, any member of the alCt)holic beverages industry in Massachusetts, or any
jndividual who purport!) to act on behalf of a member of the alcoholic beverages industry in

Massachusetts, engages in similar conduct that creat~ a systemic illegaljty, this Commission
shall take similar, severe enforcement action to eliminate any violation as well as the cause of
such conduct.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTROL COMMISSION

Kim S. Gainsboro, Cllainnan ----l--+-----.c~--~.-i!::---Kathleen McNally, Commissioner -+--i:!-.:r---'-'--=------->="'--"'--~-+'-----'\:__-f+----Elizabeth A. Lashway, Commissioner
Dated: February II, 2016
You have the right to appeal this decision Wthe Superior Courts under the provisions of Chapter
30A of the Massachusetts General Laws within thirty (30) days ofrcccipt of this decision.

ThisdQ(:ument is Important and should be translated immediately.
Este documento es importante y debe ser traducldo Inmedlatamente;
Este documento importante e deve ser traduzldo Imedlatamente.
Ce document est important et devralt itre traduit fmmedlatem$lt.
Questo documento eImportante e dovrebbe essere tradotto Immedlatamente.
To £Vypa.4>o aUTO elva, 0'1l~aVTu<6 t«u 8« JtpStEt va ~E:ta4Jpa.(J1'ouv a~eO'w~.

e

}g~xflHa~' n~aN.

cc:

Local Licensing Board
frederick G. Mahony, Chk:fInvestigator
Nicholas Velez, Investigator
Caroline I\.. O'Connell, TIsq. via tacsimile 617-439-3987
Mark Dickison, Esq. via facsimile 617-439-3987
Administration, File
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ALM GL ch. 30A, § 11
Current through Act 217 of the 2018 Legislative Session.

Annotated Laws of Massachusetts > PART I ADMINISTRATION OF THE GOVERNMENT (Chs. 1 182) > TITLE III LAWS RELATING TO STATE OFFICERS (Chs. 29 - 30B) > TITLE III LAWS
RELATING TO STATE OFFICERS (Chs. 29 — 30B) > Chapter 30A State Administrative Procedure
(§§ 1 — 25)

§ 11. Adjudicatory Proceedings; Conduct of Proceedings.
In addition to other requirements imposed by law and subject to the provisions of section ten, agencies
shall conduct adjudicatory proceedings in compliance with the following requirements:—
(1)Reasonable notice of the hearing shall be accorded all parties and shall include statements of the
time and place of the hearing. Parties shall have sufficient notice of the issues involved to afford them
reasonable opportunity to prepare and present evidence and argument. If the issues cannot be fully
stated in advance of the hearing, they shall be fully stated as soon as practicable. In all cases of
delayed statement, or where subsequent amendment of the issues is necessary, sufficient time shall be
allowed after full statement or amendment to afford all parties reasonable opportunity to prepare and
present evidence and argument respecting the issues.
(2)Unless otherwise provided by any law, agencies need not observe the rules of evidence observed by
courts, but shall observe the rules of privilege recognized by law. Evidence may be admitted and given
probative effect only if it is the kind of evidence on which reasonable persons are accustomed to rely in
the conduct of serious affairs. Agencies may exclude unduly repetitious evidence, whether offered on
direct examination or cross–examination of witnesses.
(3)Every party shall have the right to call and examine witnesses, to introduce exhibits, to cross–
examine witnesses who testify, and to submit rebuttal evidence.
(4)All evidence, including any records, investigation reports, and documents in the possession of the
agency of which it desires to avail itself as evidence in making a decision, shall be offered and made a
part of the record in the proceeding, and no other factual information or evidence shall be considered,
except as provided in paragraph (5) of this section. Documentary evidence may be received in
evidence in the form of copies or excerpts, or by incorporation by reference.
(5)Agencies may take notice of any fact which may be judicially noticed by the courts, and in addition,
may take notice of general, technical or scientific facts within their specialized knowledge. Parties shall
be notified of the material so noticed, and they shall be afforded an opportunity to contest the facts so
noticed. Agencies may utilize their experience, technical competence, and specialized knowledge in the
evaluation of the evidence presented to them.
(6)Agencies shall make available an official record, which shall include testimony and exhibits, and
which may be in narrative form, but the agency need not arrange to transcribe shorthand notes or
sound recordings unless requested by a party. If so requested, the agency may, unless otherwise
provided by any law, require the party to pay the reasonable costs of the transcript before the agency
makes the transcript available to the party.
(7)If a majority of the officials of the agency who are to render the final decision have neither heard nor
read the evidence, such decision, if adverse to any party other than the agency, shall be made only
after (a) a tentative or proposed decision is delivered or mailed to the parties containing a statement of
reasons and including determination of each issue of fact or law necessary to the tentative or proposed
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decision; and (b) an opportunity is afforded each party adversely affected to file objections and to
present argument, either orally or in writing as the agency may order, to a majority of the officials who
are to render the final decision. The agency may by regulation provide that, unless parties make written
request in advance for the tentative or proposed decision, the agency shall not be bound to comply with
the procedures of this paragraph.
(8)Every agency decision shall be in writing or stated in the record. The decision shall be accompanied
by a statement of reasons for the decision, including determination of each issue of fact or law
necessary to the decision, unless the General Laws provide that the agency need not prepare such
statement in the absence of a timely request to do so. Parties to the proceeding shall be notified in
person or by mail of the decision; of their rights to review or appeal the decision within the agency or
before the courts, as the case may be; and of the time limits on their rights to review or appeal. A copy
of the decision and of the statement of reasons, if prepared, shall be delivered or mailed upon request
to each party and to his attorney of record.

History
1954, 681, § 1.
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ALM GL ch. 138, § 25A
Current through Act 217 of the 2018 Legislative Session.

Annotated Laws of Massachusetts > PART I ADMINISTRATION OF THE GOVERNMENT (Chs. 1 182) > TITLE XX PUBLIC SAFETY AND GOOD ORDER (Chs. 133 - 148A) > TITLE XX PUBLIC
SAFETY AND GOOD ORDER (Chs. 133 — 148A) > Chapter 138 Alcoholic Liquors (§§ 1 — 78)

§ 25A. Licensees — Discrimination Prohibited.
No licensee authorized under this chapter to sell alcoholic beverages to wholesalers or retailers shall—
(a)Discriminate, directly or indirectly, in price, in discounts for time of payment or in discounts on
quantity of merchandise sold, between one wholesaler and another wholesaler, or between one retailer
and another retailer purchasing alcoholic beverages bearing the same brand or trade name and of like
age and quality;
(b)[Deleted.]
All price lists or price quotations made to a licensee by a wholesaler shall remain in effect for at least thirty
days after the establishment of such price list or quotation. Any sale by a wholesaler of any alcoholic
beverages at prices lower than the price reflected in such price list or quotation within such thirty day period
shall constitute price discrimination under this section.

History
1946, 304; 1970, 140, § 1; 1971, 494.
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Administration

Regulations
204 CMR 2.00:
REGULATIONS OF THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
CONTROL COMMISSION
204-2.08: Inducements
No licensee shall give or permit to be given money or any other thing of substantial value in any effort to
induce any person to persuade or influence any other person to purchase, or contract for the purchase of
any particular brand or kind of alcoholic beverages, or to persuade or influence any person to refrain from
purchasing, or contracting for the purchase of any particular brand or kind of alcoholic beverages.
204 CMR 2.00

http://www.mass.gov/abcc/regs/reg2040208.htm
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